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1. Introduction 
 
In recent years there has been a significant increase in research activities in the 
area of half-metallic ferromagnets and device components on the basis of such 
materials. The basic property of half-metallic ferromagnets is one metallic spin 
channel whereas the other one is semiconducting or insulating. In such materials for 
both scientific and technological reasons it is of importance to measure the spin 
polarization and the spin-resolved electronic structure near the Fermi energy, EF, in 
order to verify the half-metallic nature of the electronic band structure. 
Unfortunately, from an experimental point of view the determination of the spin 
polarization at the Fermi energy of such materials is still a challenging task. A typical 
transition-metal ferromagnet has two dominating components to its electronic 
structure: narrow d bands that may be fully or partially spin-polarized and broad s 
bands with a lesser degree of spin polarization (due to the hybridization with d bands).  
Spin polarization measurements require a spectroscopic technique that can 
discriminate between the spin-up and spin-down electrons near the Fermi energy. One 
of the well established methods is the spin-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy 
technique. 
The present work is a detailed experimental analysis of the crystal growth as 
well as of the electronic structure of single crystalline Fe3O4 and CrO2 thin films by 
means of spin-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy, which are predicted to be half-
metallic ferromagnets.  
The second chapter gives an overview about the theoretical and present 
experimental background concerning the field of half-metallic ferromagnets. This part 
also includes the state-of-the-art developments in magnetic random access memory 
devices and describes the potential of half-metallic ferromagnets for the efficiency of 
such memory devices. The theoretical and technical problems which are important for 
the understanding of the physical properties of magnetoelectronic devices are also 
described in the second chapter. 
The third chapter consists of the experimental results concerning the 
investigations of half-metallic ferromagnets: magnetite and chromium dioxide. In this 
part the growth and the magnetic properties of these materials are discussed. The spin-
1. Introduction 
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resolved photoelectron spectroscopy investigations of these half-metallic materials 
show a high spin polarization near the Fermi energy. The treatment of spin-resolved 
photoelectron spectra was made on the basis of band structure calculations that show a 
good agreement with experiment. 
The fourth part of the dissertation presents the experimental results of the  
growth and the electronic properties of model insulator/ferromagnet systems given by 
ultrathin aluminium oxide (Al2O3(0001)) or magnesium oxide (MgO(111)) layers on 
top of an epitaxial iron (Fe(110)) film. The most important point in this chapter is the 
successful epitaxial growth of oxide layers on Fe(110) with a small in-plane lattice 
misfit. The electronic structure of the epitaxial Al2O3(0001)/Fe(110) and 
MgO(111)/Fe(110) systems was investigated by means of spin-resolved photoelectron 
spectroscopy. In case of the Al2O3(0001)/Fe(110) system the spin polarization values 
were found to be in a good agreement with estimations obtained from a spin-averaged 
spin scattering description of the electron transport through the oxide layer that 
demonstrate absence of iron oxidation during Al-oxide layer growth. For the 
MgO/Fe(110) system the abrupt decreasing of spin polarization at EF  was observed. 
This fact can be explained by the formation of the thin FeO interface layer in MgO/Fe 
system. 
The conclusion of the dissertation summarizes the experimental results of the 
spin-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy investigations of half-metallic ferromagnets 
and oxide/ferromagnet interfaces. 
2. Theoretical and Technical Basis 
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2. Theoretical and Technical Basis 
 
2.1. Oxide/Ferromagnet Interfaces 
 
2.1.1. Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM) 
 
The high magnetoresistance (MR) values achievable with magnetic tunneling 
junctions (MTJs) consisting of two ferromagnetic electrodes separated by a thin insu-
lating layer have attracted strong interest for potential applications in MRAM devices, 
magnetic read heads, and magnetic field sensors [97G01, 95M01,99P01,01B01].  
There is a great economical and research interest in the possibility of fabricating 
a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) which retains the memory even after re-
moving power from the device. Such a device could have an important commercial 
impact if the non-volatility were realized without affecting other basic properties of the 
existing DRAM such as storage density, read and write speed, lifetime (read/write en-
durance), and power consumption. 
Fig.2.1 shows a scheme of the major sub-unit of a DRAM memory chip, a 
charge storing capacitor combined with a transistor which is used to write and detect 
the charge on the capacitor via word and bit lines. Because charge leaks continously 
from the capacitor, power must be spent in order to periodically refresh the memory. 
In the state-of-the-art DRAM memory devices this charge refresh has to be done ap-
proximately every several 10 ms. It also means that when users turn on their com-
puters, they must wait for information to be transferred
 
from the hard disk to the 
memory during the “boot up” proc-
ess and, of course, vice versa during 
shut down. Furthermore in satellite 
applications DRAM memory chips 
on the basis of charge storage de-
vices can be negatively affected by 
cosmic radiation. In the future, a 
natural limit of scalability of charge 
storing devices makes an ongoing 
 
Fig.2.1. Sub-unit of a DRAM memory chip. 
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minimization a challenging task. These weak points of DRAM memory can be elimi-
nated by a non-volatile magnetic random access memory (MRAM) [01P01]. 
In the recent few years MRAM technologies have favored arrays of individually 
patterned magne-tic storage cells or bits where one bit comprises a magnetic thin film 
structure. The magnetic bit is designed having two stable magnetic states in zero and 
small magnetic fields which exhibits two different resistance values representing “0” 
and “1”. Until recently such bits have utilized the comparatively small anisotropic 
magneto-resistance effect (AMR) of conventional ferromagnets and ferromagnetic 
alloys. The small AMR signal gave rise to a poor performance which leads to limited 
MRAM applications. 
Even the larger MR sig-
nals from giant magnetoresis-
tance (GMR) structures does not 
make MRAM devices on the 
basis of GMR thin film struc-
tures attractive for RAM appli-
cations. In order to achieve rea-
sonable memory density many 
GMR cells (of number N) have 
to be electrically connected in 
series reducing the actual resis-
tive signal of an individual cell 
to approximatelly GMR/N. The 
expected signal on the basis of 
state-of-the-art GMR cells in 
such MRAM arrays is not suffi-
cient to make it competitive to 
conventional DRAM [99P01]. 
The heart of a present 
MRAM device is a magnetic 
storage cell based on a submi-
 
(a) 
I
FM
FM
Ins.
 
(b) 
Word/Bit
 Line
Word/Bit Line
MTJ
 
(c) 
Fig.2.2. (a) Cross sectional view of a typical MTJ. 
(b) Simplified sketch of a MTJ. (c) Two-
dimentional cross point architecture [97L01]. 
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cron-sized magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ). Fig.2.2 (a) gives a cross sectional view of 
a typical MTJ multilayer sequence [97L01]. This particular sequence is 
Si(100)/50Ta/200Pt/40Py/100FeMn/60Py/20Co/AlOx/150Py/200Ta, where the num-
bers are layer thicknesses in Å and Py refers to permalloy Ni81Fe19. The 40Py, the 
60Py/20Co bilayer, and the 150Py layer serve as seed layer, pinned layer (bottom elec-
trode), and free layer (top electrode), respectively. For clarification a simplified sketch 
of a MTJ in Fig.2.2 (b) consists of only a top electrode and a bottom electrode sepa-
rated by an insulating barrier. The magnetization direction of the bottom electrode is 
pinned using exchange bias by an antiferromagnetic 100FeMn layer. The AlOx (alu-
minum-oxide) barrier layer was formed by depositing a 9.5 Å thick Al layer and then 
plasma oxidizing it for 30 s [97L01]. A magnetic field of approximately 100 Oe is ap-
plied in the plane of the multilayer during deposition to induce an unaxial magnetic 
anisotropy in the top Py electrode and to define the exchange pinning direction in the 
bottom electrode [57M01]. 
Most probably an MRAM device will be realized in a two-dimensional cross 
point architecture as schematically shown in Fig.2.2 (c), which was similarly applied 
for ferrite core memory devices in the early 1970’s [77M02] and for AMR MRAM 
devices. For the reading process, the high MR signal of individual MTJs can be fully 
utilized in a novel cross-point MRAM architecture by connecting each MTJ element in 
series to a switch, for example a silicon diode or a transistor. In this case, since current 
only passes through a single MTJ, the available signal of the cell is TMR/1 [99P01]. 
Fig.2.3 shows a typical two-dimensional write selection scheme. Selected cells receive 
both Ix and Iy currents through the word and bit line generating a magnetic field at the 
cross point of the word and bit line above the 
write threshold (coercivity of the top electrode), 
while the other elements in the array (with only 
Ix or Iy currents) do not change the memory 
state. Bits on the same x line or y line are sub-
jected to “half -selected” currents (these bits are 
influenced by other along the x or y line) which 
tend to disturb the stored data. In addition to the 
Ix
Iy
selected
cell
 
Fig.2.3. Two-dimensional write 
selection scheme. 
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half-selected current these cells must withstand stray fields from neighboring cells and 
fields from leakage currents and stray enviromental fields. Thus, the requirements for 
uniformity and design margins present challenges in manufacturing the two-
dimentional magnetic arrays [01D01]. 
 
2.1.2. Tunneling Magne- 
toresistance (TMR) 
 
In the 1970’s Jullière discov-
ered the spin-polarized tunneling be-
tween two ferromagnetic electrodes 
(Fe and Co) separated by a thin semi-
conducting Ge interlayer and showed 
that the tunneling magnetoresistance 
(TMR) depend on the relative orien-
tation of the magnetic moments 
(magnetization directions) of the 
electrodes [75J01]. Supported by improvements in thin film and vacuum technology, 
the breakthrough for large and reproducible TMR values was realized by Moodera 
[95M01] and Miyazaki [95M02]. Fig.2.4 shows that the TMR of a CoFe/AlOx/Co tun-
nel junction exceeds 10% at room temperature [95M01]. 
The first theoretical explanation of the TMR was given by assuming a spin-
conserved tunneling process and that the conductance of either spin directions is pro-
portional to the density-of-states of that spin in each electrode. In this model the con-
ductance is larger for parallel magnetized electrodes than for the antiparallel alignment 
[75J01]. In this model the TMR is 
 
21
21
1
2
:
PP
PP
R
RR
R
RTMR
+
=
−
=
∆
↑↓
↑↑↑↓
.       (2.1) 
 
Here the spin polarization Pi of the ith electrode is defined by 
 
 
Fig.2.4. Resistance of a CoFe/Al2O3/Co 
junction as a function of an applied in-plane 
field H at 295K [95M01]. 
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where
 )(↓↑iD  is the spin-up 
(spin-down) density-of-states 
of the  ith electrode. Following 
these two equations the TMR 
can be maximized by using 
fully spin-polarized electrodes 
(P=1) which has motivated a 
revived interest in half-
metallic ferromagnets [83G01, 
86S01, 87K01, 91Z01, 96P01, 
98P01, 98K02, 00R01] (see 
Part 2.2). This simple descrip-
tion of the TMR by means of 
the spin polarization of the 
electrodes is known as the Jullière model
 
and was a first attempt for analyzing the 
TMR in Co/Ge/Ni junctions [75J01]. But this model has several shortcomings for an 
adequate theoretical quantification of the spin-polarized tunneling process, such as 
neglecting the real electronic spin-polarized band structure of the electrode materials 
and the insulator, hybridization at the interfaces, bulk and interface defects, as well as 
interface roughness. 
Slonczewski proposed another model for spin-dependent tunneling based on a 
free electron model, where an exact wave function in the barrier is used [89S01]. This 
model demonstrates that TMR depends on both the spin polarization of the electrodes 
and the barrier height of the insulator. The final result in Slonczewski’s model for the 
TMR is the same as proposed by Jullière, but with an effective polarization Peff in 
place of P [89S01,97M01]: 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.5. Conductance ratio (∆G/G) for free electron 
spin-dependent tunneling for a barrier height of 
1.5 eV. Barrier widths of 5, 10, 20, 100, and 200 Å 
are shown along with Jullière’s and Slonczewski’s 
results labeled by (J) and (S), respectively [97M01]. 
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Here both ↑k  and ↓k  are evaluated at k||=0 and the spin polarization at the Fermi level 
in the free electron model is defined as 
 
↓↑
↓↑
+
−
=
kk
kk
P
 
(2.4)
 
 
which is in analogy to the definition 
in (2.2). Fig.2.5 shows a compari-
son of the TMR values predicted by 
Jullière’s model, by Slonczewski’s 
model with a barrier height of 
Vb=1.5 eV, and numerically evalu-
ated values for various barrier 
thicknesses ( 5.1=bV eV and 
8.6=FE eV) as a function of spin 
polarization P [97M01]. It can be 
seen that the Jullière model signifi-
cantly deviates from the free-
electron model, which approaches 
Slonczewski’s expre ssion for larger 
barrier thicknesses and for small 
heights (not shown here). 
Theoretical formulations of 
the TMR are typically based on per-
fect systems. In contrast, the major-
ity of experimental studies has been 
performed on magnetic tunnel junc-
tions with an amorphous AlOx insu-
lating
 
layer because of the relative 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
Fig.2.6. The calculated transmission proba-
bilities as a function of k|| for (a) the majority 
spin channel and (b) the minority spin channel 
for the parallel as well as (c) for the antiparallel 
configuration in the Fe(100)/MgO(100)/Fe(100) 
system for 8 ML MgO [01B02]. 
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ease of growing adherent AlOx layers without pinholes [95M01,95M02,97P01,98B01, 
01M01]. In such amorphous AlOx layers structural disorder can generate intermediate 
states in the energy gap of the insulator [98T01]. From a theoretical point of view real 
systems are difficult to characterize and to model due to the nano-crystalline nature of 
the oxide and the lack of an epitaxial relationship between the oxide layer and the elec-
trode underneath.
 
One of the simplest theoretical model systems is an epitaxial 
Fe(100)/MgO(100)/Fe(100) sandwich which is formed of two infinite stacks of Fe lay-
ers giving the leads on either side of the barrier [01B02]. Here four (100)-oriented 
monolayers of MgO were embedded within the Fe(100) lattice. The experimental Fe 
lattice  constant of 2.866 Å was used for the Fe lattice and the Fe-O distance at the 
Fe/MgO interface was taken to be 2.16 Å. The MgO lattice constant was fixed to be a 
factor of 2  larger than that from Fe. The self-consistent calculation allowed a rear-
rangement of charge between the layers, necessary to correctly offset the bands of 
MgO relative to those of Fe [01B02]. 
The following theoretical description of the tunneling process in Fe/MgO/Fe 
sandwiches are taken from a recent publication of MacLaren et al., which is reason-
able theoretical approach for tunnelling in layered epitaxial systems [01B02]. The ba-
sic messages are: 
• The tunneling conductance depends strongly on the symmetry of the Bloch 
states in the electrodes and of evanescent states in the barrier. 
• Bloch states of different symmetry decay at different rates within the barrier. 
• There may be quantum interference of the decaying states in the barrier. 
• Interfacial resonance states can allow particular Bloch states to tunnel effi-
ciently through the barrier. 
In Fe(100)/MgO(100)/Fe(100) quite different tunneling mechanisms dominate 
the conductance in the two spin channels. In Fig.2.6 the calculated transmission prob-
abilities are shown as a function of k|| for (a) the majority spin channel and (b) the mi-
nority spin channel for the parallel as well as (c) for the antiparallel configuration. For 
the majority channel in Fig.2.6 (a) the conductance has a rather broad peak at k||=0 and 
an increasing amplitude of transmition near k||=0 as the insulating barrier thickness 
2. Theoretical and Technical Basis 
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increases (not shown here). For a further clarification of the conductance process, the 
tunneling density of states (TDOS) has been examined, defined as the density of elec-
trons states subjected to the following boundary conditions. On the left-hand side of 
the interface there is an incoming Bloch state with unit flux and a reflected state. On 
the right-hand side are the corresponding Bloch states. Fig.2.7 shows the TDOS asso-
ciated with each of the Fe(100) Bloch states having k||=0. Both the majority (Fig.2.7 
(a)) and the minority (Fig.2.7 (b)) channels have four Fe(100) Bloch states for k||=0. In 
the majority channel there is a 1∆  state, a double degenerated 5∆  state, and a 2∆  state. 
The minority channel has four states with the same symmetries as the states of the ma-
jority channel with the exception that the majority 1∆  state is replaced by 2∆  minority 
state. Only the majority channel has a slowly decaying 1∆  state, therefore, its conduc-
tance is much higher than that of the minority channel. The next slowest decay is that 
of the 5∆  states which are present in both channels. Both Fe channels have a 2∆  state 
 
Fig.2.7. Tunneling DOS for k||=0 for Fe(100)/8MgO/Fe(100). The four panels show 
the tunneling DOS for majority (upper left), minority (upper right), and antiparallel 
alignment of the moments in the two electrodes (lower panels). Additional Fe layers 
are included in the lower panels to show the TDOS variation in the Fe. Each TDOS 
curve is labeled by the symmetry of the incident Bloch state in the left Fe electrode 
[01B02]. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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that couples to a 2∆  state in the MgO barrier where it decreases rapidly because there 
are no real 2∆  bands near the Fermi energy. 
 
The transmission probability of the minority channel in Fig.2.6 (b) is quite dif-
ferent compared with the majority channel. The sharply peaked complex structures for 
0≠= yx kk  arise from the interplay of interfacial resonance states, the k|| dependence 
of the wave function decay in the MgO, and the symmetry of the minority Fe Bloch 
states relative to that of the complex energy bands of MgO. 
The transmission as a function of k|| for antiparallel alignment in Fig.2.6 (c) 
shows a combination of the observed features in the majority and minority channel. 
For an increasing MgO layer thickness the highest transmission occurs closer to the 
origin of the two-dimensional zone (not shown). This is due to the slow decay of the 
1∆  states in MgO. Nevertheless, the maximum transmission occurs not at k||=0. For 
transmitting electrons bands of the same symmetry have to be available on both sides 
of the barrier. Fig.2.7 (c) shows that in the antiparallel configuration 1∆  majority states 
can enter the barrier but there are no corresponding propagating states in the minority 
channel. In contrast, 5∆  electrons decay rapidly in the MgO barrier but they are able to 
enter the minority states relatively easily because there are states to receive them (see 
Fig.2.7 (c) and (d)). 
Fig.2.8 demonstrates that for all thicknesses the majority conductance over-
whelms the minority and the antiparallel conductance because of the slow decay of the 
1∆  states in MgO, leading also to an increasing TMR as a barrier thickness increases. 
Nevertheless, for thinner barriers 
the minority and antiparallel con-
ductance are much closer to the 
majority conductance than for 
thicker barriers emphasising the 
importance of the interfacial reso-
nance states for very thin barriers. 
In contrast to perfectly or-
dered systems like the epitaxial 
Fe/MgO/Fe sandwich in amor-
 
Fig.2.8. Conductance as a function of the num-
ber of MgO layers [01B02]. 
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phous oxides, which are usually used as barriers in TMR elements [95M01, 
95M02,97P01,98B01,01M01], the structural disorder can generate intermediate states 
in the energy gap of the oxide. It is known from non-magnetic tunnel junctions that the 
presence of localized electronic states within the gap of the insulator induced by impu-
rites and defects can lead to resonant tunneling. For thick barriers the decrease of the 
transmission amplitudes for resonant tunneling is much slower compared to direct tun-
neling making resonant tunneling to the dominant mechanism [77K01,82H01,98T01]. 
The tight-binding model is of great use for studying the effect of disorder and 
roughness of the insulating barrier on the spin-dependent transport. For the calculation 
of the conductance, the Kubo formalism has been applied, in which the scattering of 
electrons by disorder is treated exactly [81L01,96T01,98T01]. The basic Hamiltonian 
for the conductance calculation is 
 
∑∑ +
><
+ +−=
σ
σσ
σ
σσ
m
mmm
mm
mm ccEcctH
,',
'
,       (2.5) 
 
where t is the hopping matrix element, Em is the on-site energy at the mth site, and +σmc  
and σmc  are creation and annihilation operators for an electron on site m with spin σ, 
respectively. 
In order to model the effect of 
disorder within the barrier, tunneling 
between two semi-infinite perfectly 
ordered metals through an insulator has 
been considered. The simplified band 
structure of the model is shown in 
Fig.2.9 [98T01]. The hopping matrix 
elements are non-zero only between 
nearest neighbors and are set to 1 for 
the metals as well for the
 
insulator. All 
energies are given in units of the hop-
ping matrix element relative to the 
Fermi energy which is fixed at zero. In 
 
Fig.2.9. Schematic representation of elec-
tronic bands in the system FM/I/FM 
[98T01]. 
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order to simulate the exchange splitting of the spin bands in the left-hand ferromag-
netic metal the on-site energies of the spin-up and spin-down electrons have been set 
equal to 0 and -δ, respectively. The right-hand metal was assumed either nonmagnetic 
with Em = 0 or -δ or ferromagnetic with the same parameters as chosen for the left-
hand side. The insulator is spin-independent and is shifted from EF by 9 energy units. 
Bulk disorder within the insulator layer takes the form of random variation of the on-
site energies, with an uniform distribution with a mean of 9 and a standart deviation of 
γ [98T01]. 
Tsymbal et al. have shown that for each realization of disorder the conductance 
displays nume-rous resonances, which are deter-mined by multiple scattering proc-
esses [98T01]. The resulting distribution of the conductance with respect to different 
random configurations is extremely broad, covering many orders of magnitude. The 
dominant contribution to the tunneling current bases on a few random configurations 
of disorder which provide highly conducting resonant channels [98T01].  
In order to evaluate the spin polarization P of the conduction electrons the one-
site energy for the spin-down elec-
trons of the left-hand ferromagnetic 
electrode were shifted by δ = 3 and 
δ = 1.5 below those of the spin-up 
direction (see Fig.2.9). The spin po-
larization is defined as 
)(
)(
><+><
><−><
=
↓↑
↓↑
GG
GG
P ,  
where >< σG  are the mean conduc-
tance for a given spin channel. 
Fig.2.10 (a) shows that for a perfect 
insulator (γ = 0) the values of P are 
very high (P = 0.97 for δ = 3 (open 
symbols) and P = 0.78 for δ = 1.5 
(full symbols)). These high values of 
P are based on the k|| conservation for 
 
Fig.2.10. Spin-polarization P (a) and tunnel-
ing magnetoresistance ><∆ pGG /  (b) as a 
function of γ for δ=1.5 (full symbols) and 
δ=3 (open symbols), Em=0 (circles), and 
Em=-δ (squares) for N=5×104. In the bottom 
panel a direct calculation of TMR (dia-
monds) is compared with the calculation by 
the formula 2P2/(1+P2) (circles and squares) 
[98T01]. 
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tunneling through a perfect barrier. When γ increases P generally decreases due to the 
fact that electrons lose their memory of k|| by the scattering at imperfections. For γ lar-
ger than 3 the spin polarization drops rapidly due to the increasing number of tunnel-
assisted electronic states near EF. At higher disorder there is a tendency of approaching 
a constant P. In the low disorder regime P is very different for different on-site ener-
gies of the right-hand non-magnetic metal, i.e. for Em = 0 (circles) and Em = -δ 
(squares). The dependence on the particular non-magnetic electrode material decreases 
for higher disorder. 
Fig.2.10 (b) demonstrates the disorder dependence of the TMR )/( ><∆ pGG  
and compares the calculated values to the results obtained with Jullière’s formula a s-
suming the same ferromagnets on either sides of the barrier. For the high disorder re-
gime (γ>3) there is a good agreement between the TMR values computed directly 
(diamonds) with those calculated from Jullière’s fo rmula (circles and squares). In the 
regime of strong disorder which is certainly applicable for the majority of tunneling 
systems with AlOx barriers the TMR can be interpreted in terms of the spin polariza-
tion values determined by Tedrow and Meservey in superconductor/AlOx/ferromagnet 
junctions [73T01,98T01]. 
 
2.1.3. Growth of Thin Al2O3 Films on Metal and Metal Alloy Surfaces 
 
Thin (7 to 20Å) amorphous aluminium oxide (Al2O3) layers are typically used 
as insulating barriers in MTJs [97G01,95M01,99P01,01B01]. From a theoretical point 
of view tunneling systems with amorphous barriers are difficult to model because of 
the lack of in-plane periodicity and the lack of an epitaxial relationship between the 
insulating oxide barrier and the ferromagnetic electrode [99M01,00M01, 
00O01,01B02]. Theoretical models are presently only applicable to epitaxial interfaces 
(oxide or semiconductors). Therefore, the controlled epitaxial growth of ultrathin 
Al2O3 layers on 3d ferromagnets with a well defined ferromagnet/insulator interface is 
of crucial importance for the understanding of the spin-dependent tunneling process. 
Alumina, Al2O3, occurs in several structurally inequivalent phases. The two 
most common and important phases are the α- and  γ-phases. Alpha-alumina (α-
Al2O3), or sapphire, exhibit a trigonal structure known as corundum. Gamma alumina 
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(γ-Al2O3) is cubic and exhibits a spinel structure. The γ-phase is an important support 
material for catalytic processes by virtue of its high surface area [87S01]. The α-phase 
is a highly useful ceramic in a variety of applications technologies including optical 
coatings, thin-film microelectronics, and magnetoresistive as well as magneto-optic 
read and write devices. High quality surfaces of bulk crystals of the α-phase can be 
purchased in several surface orientations, including the (0001)-, the )0211( -, and the 
)1021( -orientation, which are referred to as the c, a, and r orientations, respectively. 
The c-orientation of α-Al2O3 has been most widely studied. Detailed surface structural 
investigations have been carried out by surface X-ray scattering [97G02] and LEED 
[99W01]. Alumina is an insulator, which makes quantitative LEED and other charged-
particle spectroscopy techniques, diffraction, and imaging measurements difficult if 
not impossible. Therefore, a number of groups have grown well-defined single crystal 
films of alumina on various metallic (conducting) substrates. 
The c-plane of α-Al2O3 is easy to realize on a metal substrates because there are 
a few (111) - oriented fcc metals and (0001)-oriented hcp metals to which α-
Al2O3(0001) is reasonably well lattice-matched. These include Pt(111), Re(0001), and 
Ru(0001), for which the corresponding in-plane lattice mismatches with the oxygen 
sublattice are +0.79, +0.43, and -1.75%, respectively. However, these substrate surface 
orientations are also good candidates for the nucleation of γ-Al2O3(111), since both γ-
Al2O3(111) and α-Al2O3(0001) exhibit a close-packed hexagonal oxygen sublattice 
with an O-O interatomic distance of 2.77 Å. The molecular-beam-epitaxy (MBE) 
growth of α-Al2O3(0001) on Pt(111) has not been described in the literature, although 
the inverted epitaxial system, Pt/α-Al2O3(0001), has been successfully grown by ion 
beam sputtering [98H01]. Wu et al. [95W01,96W01,96W02] have grown Al2O3(0001) 
on Re(0001) and Ru(0001) by either evaporating Al in UHV and annealing in oxygen, 
or evaporating Al in a background pressure of O2 at elevated substrate temperatures. 
These results illustrate many interesting aspects of oxide-on-metal heteroepitaxy. In 
addition, Chen and Goodman [94C01] have grown thin films of α-Al2O3 on Ta(110) 
despite the fact that there is no simple epitaxial relationship between the two surfaces. 
Ordered Al2O3(0001) did grow, but a rotated Kurdjumov-Sachs orientational relation-
ship resulted. There was also a considerable in-plane expansion in the close-packed 
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Fig.2.11. Ru LEIS intensity as a function of nominal film thickness for Al2O3 on Ru 
(0001). Incomplete attenuation up to 15Å reveals Volmer-Weber growth [95W01]. 
oxygen layer (3.05 Å compared to 2.77 Å in the surface of bulk α-Al2O3(0001)), indi-
cating the presence of significant strain.  
Al evaporation at a rate of ~1-2 Å/min in an oxygen background pressure of 
~1×10-5 Torr and a substrate temperature of ~970 K results in ordered Al2O3(0001) 
films on Re(0001) and Ru(0001) [95W01,96W01,96W02]. The growth on the metal 
substrates at room temperature, or heating Al films originally deposited in UHV in an 
oxygen background pressure results in disordered or poorly ordered α-Al2O3 films. 
Thus, these former investigations illustrate that a successful epitaxial film growth of α-
Al2O3 occurs best in an environment in which individual metal atoms are oxidized 
upon arrival at the substrate surface. In addition, there is a clear evidence for Al-Ru or 
a Al-Re alloy formation when oxygen is absent and Al/Ru (Re) interfaces are annealed 
[95W01,96W01]. Alloy formation changes the crystalline and electronic structure at 
the surface, that a controlled growth of α-Al2O3 will be affected. Again, oxidation of 
single Al atoms incident on the substrate prevents the undesirable outcome of alloy 
formation at the interface.  
The Al2O3 (1×1) LEED patterns of films prepared by reactive Al evaporation at 
970 K were reported to be sharper on Re(0001) than on Ru(0001) substrate, probably 
due to the lower lattice mismatch on the Re substrate. Interestingly, low-energy ion 
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scattering (LEIS) measurements [96W02] indicate that the growth at 1173 K yields 
ordered Al2O3(0001) nanocrystals (3D islands), in contrast to a more layer-by-layer 
growth at 970 K. LEIS Ru intensities as a function of Al2O3 coverage at a substrate 
temperature of 1173 K are shown in Fig.2.11. The attenuation of the substrate Ru sig-
nal is not complete until ~15 Å, which reveals a Volmer-Weber growth mode. In this 
growth mode the formation of 3D islands of oxide is expected and the LEED patterns 
contain satellite spots that are ascribed to diffraction from the substrate. Surface free-
energy considerations suggest that Al2O3 layers should wet both Re and Ru 
( 690
32
=OAlγ erg/cm
2
, 2700Re =γ erg/cm2, and 2250=Ruγ erg/cm
2
, thus yielding ∆γ < 0). 
That wetting does not occur at 1173 K may result from a lowering of the surface free 
energy of the metal substrate upon surface oxidation such that ∆γ > 0, and/or a weak or 
even repulsive Re(Ru)/Al2O3 interface interaction (γ > 0). Both possibilities are rea-
sonable especially due to the quite low surface free energy of Re2O7 (32 erg/cm2), and 
there is also no report of any stable Al-Ru-O phase in the literature, which suggests a 
weak interaction between Ru and the Al2O3 cover layer.  
Fully stoichiometric films were formed at both temperatures, as determined by 
XPS and HREELS measurements, and there is a clear XPS evidence for a partial oxi-
dation of the first layer of both the Re and the Ru substrates at the interface, including 
oxide-induced chemical shifts and Al/O XPS ratios as a function of Al2O3 film thick-
ness. Raw Al - ls/O - 1s peak area ratios as a function of Al2O3 film thickness are 
shown in Fig.2.12 (a) for various film preparation methods. The line corresponds to 
the expectation based on a simple inelastic attenuation model in which a stoichiometric 
Al2O3 layer of uniform thickness is assumed. The deviation between the experimental 
data and the model becomes larger with a decreasing film thickness. This result is due 
to an oxidation of the substrate, which generates additional O-1s intensity beyond that 
associated with the Al2O3 film. The removal suppression of the O-1s intensity associ-
ated with substrate oxidation (obtained in a separate experiment) leads to the data 
shown in Fig. 2.12 (b). The agreement between the model and the experimental data is 
much improved and within the experimental error, which proves that fully 
stoichiometric Al2O3 is formed. In addition, non-negligible Al and O core-level bind-
ing energy shifts were noted as a function of both film thickness and annealing condi-
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tions. Possible origin include band bending and changes in core-hole screening as the 
local environment is changed. However, for a clear quantitative analysis a detailed 
knowledge of the interface structure of importance.  
It is not clear from the present results if the α- or γ-Al2O3 phase forms on the  
Re(0001) and Ru(0001) substrate, primarily because the only structural analysis tool 
that was used was qualitative LEED. For either phases, the forming of hexagonal 
close-packed oxygen layers are expected. However, depending on the oxide phase the 
stacking sequence will be different (hcp and fcc stacking for α-Al2O3(0001) and γ-
Al2O3(111), respectively). In addition, the occupation of Al cation sites will be differ-
ent for the two phases. Other structural probes that are sensitive to the subsurface re-
gion, such as X-ray photoelectron diffraction (XPD) or analysis of the diffraction spot 
intensity as function of the energy of the primary electron beem (LEED I-V), should 
be able to distinguish between these two phases. The performance of such experiments 
has to be demanded in order to elucidate the detailed formation conditions of these 
Al2O3 phases. 
 
Fig.2.12. Al-2s/O-1s intensity ratio as a function of film thickness for Al2O3 on 
Re(0001) and Ru(0001) substrates taken from: (a) raw data, including O-1s intensity 
from the oxidized substrate; (b) data with O-1s contribution from the oxidized sub-
strate removed. Different preparation conditions include oxidation of pre-deposited 
Al on Re(0001) (diamonds), deposition of Al onto Re(0001) in an O2 background at 
1173 K (closed squares), deposition of Al onto Re(0001) in an O2 background at 300 
K (closed circles), oxidation of pre-deposited Al on Ru(0001) (stars), deposition of 
Al onto Ru(0001) in an O2 background at 1173 K (open squares), deposition of Al 
onto Ru(0001) in an O2 background at 300 K (open circles). The solid line is a model 
calculation assuming stoichiometric Al2O3 [96W02]. 
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2.2. Half-Metallic Ferromagnets (HMFs) 
 
2.2.1. HMFs: an Overview 
 
In spite of research work since decade, the problem of strong magnetism of d-
metals, and their alloys and compounds [66H01,75V01,85M01] is still far from being 
fully understood. For example, the theoretical limits on calculating the correct Curie 
temperature have not yet been established as well as the prediction of characteristics of 
soft magnetic materials (such as magnetization and coercitivity) have not been 
improved significantly since more than 50 years [75V01]. 
The current status of the theory of magnetism of metals is such that a more or 
less consistent description can be provided only for certain classes of magnetic 
materials. Completely different physical pictures, those of a ferromagnetic Fermi 
liquid and a state with a Hubbard band splitting and local moments, are used to deal 
with weak itinerant magnets such as ZrZn2, Sc3In, Ni3Al [85M01] and with 
ferromagnets of the Fe1-xCoxS2 type characterized by a strong electron-electron 
interaction, respectively [88A01]. In the seventies a fully satisfying (although semi-
phenomenological) theory was developed for weak itinerants ferromagnets 
[85M01,76D01]. With some modifications this theory was subsequently expanded to 
strong itinerant feromagnets (for example, Fe, Co, Ni and their alloys) [85M01], but in 
general this asumption has not been particularly successful [93I01,93V01]. For the 
theoretical description of strong itinerant feromagnets it seems to be desirable to 
consider the opposite case of extremely strong magnets with a large spin splitting 
(compared with the Fermi energy) and a very different spin-up and spin-down electron 
density of states. The old Stoner theory dealing with ‘strong’ magnets has implied such 
a situation with a completely filled lower spin subband and a completely empty upper 
subband. This feature was regarded as applicable to, for example, nickel. Modern 
calculations of the spin-split electron band structure carried out by the spin-density 
functional method [78M01] have disproved this model: the density of the spin-up 
states )( FEN↓  is low but finite. 
Nevertheless, electron band calculations carried out from first principles have 
led to the discovery of a class of feromagnets similar to ‘strong’ Stoner ferromagnets. 
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These materials have the Fermi level within the energy gap of the partial density of 
states for one of the spin projections. Therefore, they have been called ‘half-metallic 
ferromagnets’ (HMFs). De Groot et al. were the first to apply this fact to the Heusler 
alloys NiMnSb [83G01] and PtMnSb [83G01,84G01,86G01] with the C1b crystal 
structure; subsequently, this model has been applied to CoMnSb [84K01] and FeMnSb 
(a half-metallic ferrimagnet) [86G02]. The state of half-metallic antiferromagnetism 
(see for example [83K01]: band structure calculations gave the prediction for the 
presence of only one spin state at EF but the magnetic moments of the atoms coupled 
antiferromagnetically) was predicted for CrMnSb [86G01]. Electron band structure 
calculations have been done for a large number of ferromagnetic and 
antiferromagnetic Heusler alloys belonging to a different group with the formula 
T2MnZ (T = Co, Ni, Cu, Pd; Z = see below) having a L21 crystal structure. This 
calculations have shown [83K01] that a state close to a HMF with a near zero-density 
)( FEN↓  in the spin-down channel appears in Co2MnZ systems with Z = Al, Sn 
according to Ref. [90F01], and also for Z = Ga, Si, Ge [90F01]. Moreover, the half-
metallic state is predicted by electron band structure calculations for CrO2 (rutile 
structure) [86S01,92K01], UNiSn (C1b structure) [87A01,90K01], Fe3O4 
[86G01,84Y01], KCrSe2 [89W01], LaxSryMnO3 [96P01,97B01], and the double 
perovskite Sr2FeMoO6 [98K02]. 
One additional aspect of the broad interest in HMFs is due to the discovery of a 
large Kerr rotation of linear polarized light in PtMnSb [83E01] and the current 
attribution of this effect to the characteristics of the energy spectrum of this HMF 
[84G01,86G01]. Thus, HMFs are promising magneto-optic recording materials. It is 
interesting to note that the class of HMFs includes also an important magnetic 
recording material such as CrO2. Nevertheless, the practical advantages of CrO2 are 
not given by the half metallic nature of this material, but rather due to good 
mechanical adhesive properties of the CrO2 powder. 
It is intuitively clear that HMFs are of interest for achiving the maximum 
saturation magnetization M, because a further increase of the spin splitting does not 
increase the magnetic moment. Calculations of the band structure of Fe-Co alloys with 
maximized values of M for d-systems [84S01] – which are the basic soft magnetic 
materials used in modern technologies – and of R2Fe17 and R2Fe14 systems (R = rare 
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earth metal, see below) [90J01,91J01,93M01] (hard magnetic materials) have shown 
that these substances resemble HMFs: the Fermi level lies in a deep minimum for one 
of the spin projections. Such a minimum is typical for systems with local moments and 
is also found for pure iron. A significant minimum in the spin-down density of states 
has also been discovered for the RCo5 (R = Y, Sm, Gd) [77M01] and GdNi5 [82M01] 
systems. Also an almost half-metallic ferromagnetic state has been found for YCo5, 
YCo7, and Y2Co17 [85I01]. 
The spin-down density of states )( FEN↑  in the ferrimagnet Mn4N is zero for the 
Mn(I) positions – which makes the dominant contribution to the magnetic moment – 
and has a deep minimum at the Mn(II) positions [88M01,91T01, 92F01], so that this 
compound should have properties resembling a half-metallic ferromagnet. The 
materials with maximum achieved values of M, which are of practical importance, 
include also the isostructural ferromagnetic compound Fe4N, which recently has been 
the subject of intensive investigations and for which the value of the spin-up density of 
states )( FEN↑  is practically zero at the Fe(I) positions [88M01,90S01] (see also the 
calculations reported for NiFe3N [91M01], PdFe3N [92M01]). 
All this justifies the identification of HMFs as a new class of itinerant 
ferromagnets with promising potential for practical applications such as electrode 
materials in MTJs (see also sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2). 
Theoretically, the class of HMFs is primarily characterized by the presence of 
well-defined local moments and also by the absence of the ‘Stoner continuum’ of 
electron-hole excitation and, consequently, by a weak damping of the collective spin-
waves throughout the Brillouin zone [90I01]. This makes them similar to the 
Heisenberg magnets and also to degenerated feromagnetic semiconductors 
[84A01,85A01,85I02,85I03]. The interaction of charge carriers at the Fermi level with 
well-defined magnons leads to an energy spectrum completely different from the 
spectrum for the interaction with ‘loosely bound’ paramagnons (quasi -particles which 
describe the paramagnetic fluctuations in the Landau Fermi-liquid theory, for example 
paramagnon enhancement of the specific heat) in weak itinerant magnetic materials 
[85M01,76D01,90I01]. In fact, if the spin-up subband is completely filled, the spin-up 
electrons cannot move freely: they form a very exotic energy band of almost current-
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free spin-polaron states [90I01,83I01]. This is related to a number of striking 
experimentally observed anomalies in the spin polarization of the conduction 
electrons, in the longitudinal nuclear magnetic relaxation rate, etc. 
[84A01,85A01,85I02,85I03,90I01,83I01]. The spin-polaron effects, due to the 
scattering of carriers by magnons, are essentially not of a Fermi-liquid nature. This 
observation is limited to HMFs because in the conventional itinerant magnets they are 
masked by the paramagnon contributions. 
The use of surface sensitive measurements like spin-polarized photoemission 
spectroscopy, tunneling into superconductors or superconducting point-contact 
spectroscopy imposes severe constraints in addition to problems with sample 
stoichiometry and homogenity. In many cases the preparation of high-quality thin 
films of HMFs was indispensable instead of bulk single crystals which are believed to 
be supeior. Thus, from the first theoretical prediction of HMF behavior in Heusler 
alloys (NiMnSb) in 1983 [83G01] it took almost two decades to find evidence for spin 
polarization values at FE  which come close to the expected ones [00R01]. However, 
problems with the stoichiometry and especially the surface composition of the films 
used are prevailing [99T01,00R01,00R02]. 
Besides the Heusler alloys, the majority of HMFs have been identified among 
transition metal oxides on the basis of the local spin-density approximation (LSDA) to 
the density-functional theory. Predictions have been made for Fe3O4 [84Y01,91Z01], 
CrO2 [86S01,98K01], manganites [96P01,97B01] and the double perovskite 
Sr2FeMoO6 [98K02]. 
Recently, a very high spin polarization of approximately -80% at FE  of 
epitaxially grown Fe3O4(111) has been determined using spin-polarized photoemission 
at room temperature [02D01]. For epitaxially grown CrO2(100) films, a spin 
polarization value of over 90% near FE  were found at 1.8 K using superconducting 
point-contact spectroscopy [98S01,00D01,01J01], although values of 95% have been 
obtained earlier from polycrystalline CrO2 films at room temperature at binding energy 
of 2 eV below FE  using spin-polarized photoemission [87K01]. Applying the latter 
technique a similar high spin polarization of approximately 90% at FE  of epitaxially 
grown CrO2(100) films at room temperature has been verified [02D02]. The most 
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straightforward evidence of a minority spin gap and concomitant 95% spin 
polarization near FE  was obtained in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 at 40 K by means of spin-
polarized photoemission spectroscopy [98P01]. 
Nevertheless, in the last few years magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) (see 2.1.2) 
with at least one half-metallic ferromagnetic electrode have been prepared such as 
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/SrTiO3/La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 [97V01], NiMnSb/AlOx/NiFe [99T01,99T02], 
NiMnSb/AlOx/FeCo [99T01], CrO2/Cr2O3/Co [01G01], Fe3O4/MgO/Fe3O4 [98L01] 
etc. without showing extraordinary high TMR values. A clear evidence of the 
advantages using HMFs instead of ferromagnetic transitional metals or transitional 
metal alloys for magneto- and spintronic devices is still to be proved.  
 
2.2.2. Fe3O4 (Magnetite) 
 
The half-metallic state of Fe3O4 and, therefore, the expected high spin 
polarization and the sufficient high ferrimagnetic ordering temperature of 858 K 
[59S01] make this oxide a material of technological relevance for potential 
magnetoelectronic devices. 
 
2.2.2.1. Crystallographic Structure of Fe3O4 
 
Fe3O4 (magnetite) is a ferrimagnet with a cubic inverse spinel structure 
[91T02]. At room temperature the lattice has a fcc symmetry and consists in a purely 
ionic model of a close-packed face-centered cube of large O2- anions with the smaller 
cations, Fe2+ and Fe3+, located in the interstitial sites of the anion lattice. Two kinds of 
cation sites exist in the crystal: one site  designated as A is tetrahedrally coordinated by 
oxygen and is occupied only by Fe3+ ions. The other site designated as B is 
octahedrally coordinated by oxygen and is occupied by an equal numbers of Fe2+ and 
Fe3+ ions (Fig.2.13 (a)). 
At VT =120 K Fe3O4 under-goes a first-order phase transition (the so called 
Verwey transition) [41V01]. This is a particular metal-insulator transition that has 
been studied for quite a long time. The Verwey transition is characterized by an abrupt 
increase in the  electrical conductivity by two orders of magnitude upon heating 
through VT [57C01]. Verwey  and  co-workers [41V01, 47V01] were the first pointed 
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out that this transition is associated 
with an electron localization-deloca-
lization transition. The Fe2+ ion can 
be regarded as an ‘extra’ electron 
plus an Fe3+ ion. When all B sites are 
equivalent, the ‘extra’ electron is 
moving between Fe +3B  ions and the 
system behaves as a mixed valent 
metal, with an average FeB valence, 
Z=2.5. The Verwey phase transition 
at TV is accompanied by long-range 
charge ordering of Fe3+ and Fe2+ ions 
on B1 and B2 sites of the B sublattice. 
Indeed, studies by electron and 
neutron diffraction as well as nuclear 
magnetic resonance experiments 
[75F01,75I01,78I01] show that below 
VT the B1 and B2 sites are 
structurally distinguishable with the 
crystal structure slightly distorted because of the charge ordering. The precise charge 
arrangement has been the subject of research [80M01] since Verwey proposed that 
below VT the Fe +3B  and Fe +2B  sit on different chains [41V01]. 
The intrinsic magnetization of magnetite of MS = 4µB can be explained by 
assuming that the magnetic moments within the A and B sublattice are 
ferromagnetically aligned while the two sublattices are antiferromagnetically coupled 
with respect to each other, and further by assigning, on the basis of Hund’s rules, the 
magnetic moments of 5µB and 4µB to the Fe3+ and the Fe2+ ions, respectively. This 
magnetic  structure, indicated in Fig.2.13 (b), was first proposed by Néel [48N01] to 
explain the magnetization data and was subsequently established by Shull, Wollan, 
and Koehler [51S01] from neutron scattering experiments. 
 
  
 
(a) 
 
                     Fe(A)          Fe(B) 
 
 
 
 
                      5µB          5µB  4µB 
(b) 
 
Fig.2.13. (a) Crystal structure of magnetite 
(Fe3O4). Blue spheres: octahedral sites of Fe, 
brown spheres: tetrahedral sites of Fe, red 
circles: oxygen ions. (b) The magnetic 
structure of magnetite [91Z01]. 
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2.2.2.2. Electronic Band Structure of Fe3O4 
 
Band structure calculations were performed by Zhang et al. [91Z01] using the 
local-spin-density approximation (LSDA) to the density-functional theory and 
‘constrained’ density -functional methods [91C02]. The self-consistent linear muffin-
tin orbitals method in the atomic spheres approximation (LMTO-ASA) [91P01] was 
used. The cohesive properties of Fe3O4 as obtained from the LSDA calculation are 
shown in Table I. Both the lattice constant as well as the cohesive energy agree very 
well with the corresponding experimental values. In Fig.2.14 the electron bands 
obtained from the LSDA calculation are shown. Fig.2.15 shows the spin-projected 
density of states. It was found that the O(p) orbitals are located well below the Fermi 
energy, but the electron bands near the Fermi energy are dominated primarily of Fe(d) 
orbitals. The results of these spin-polarized calculations generally agree with the 
earlier augmented plane wave (APW) calculations [84Y01]. 
 
Table I. Cohesive properties of Fe3O4 from LSDA calculations. 
 Lattice constant Cohesive energy 
Experiment 8.397 Å -33 eV/cell 
Theory 8.394 Å -29.56 eV/cell 
 
As indicated from Fig.2.15, the exchange splitting ∆ex between the spin-up and 
spin-down d electrons on the Fe atom is roughly 3.5 eV. This is consistent with the 
photoemission spectra of Bishop and Kemeny [74B01] where the  separation between 
the minority- and the majority-spin peaks has been determined to 3-4 eV. In addition 
to the exchange splitting, the five-fold degenerated d levels are split into t2g and eg 
orbitals by the crystal field. The crystal-field splitting ∆CF, generated because of 
differences in covalent mixing and electrostatic interaction of neighboring atoms, is 
approximately 2 eV for the Fe(B) atom while it is less then a few tenth of an eV for the 
Fe(A) atom. This difference may be attributed to the large covalent mixing of the 
Fe(B) orbitals with its six nearest neighbors located on B sites. 
The calculated spin moments on various atoms are shown in Table II. The 
calculated net magnetic moment is 4 µB/Fe3O4 per formula unit compared to the 
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experimental value of 4.1 µB units [89K01] (E labels empty spheres, for details see 
[91Z01]). 
The most remarkable feature of the spin-polarized band structure (Fig.2.14) is 
that the spin-up bands are semiconducting while the spin-down bands are metallic. 
Only spin-down electrons are 
present at the Fermi energy and, 
moreover, these electrons have 
predominantly Fe(B) character. 
The spin-down character of the 
Fermi-energy electrons is in 
agreement with earlier APW 
calculations of Yanase and 
Siratori [84Y01] as well as with 
the spin-polarized photoemission 
experiments of Alvarado et al. 
[75A01]. In this experiment, 
predominantly spin-down 
electrons were photoemitted from 
a Fe3O4 crystal at the photon 
 
Fig.2.14. Spin-polarized electron bands of magnetite obtained from the local-spin-
density LMTO calculation. Only minority spin electron are present at Fermi energy 
[91Z01].   
 
Fig.2.15. Spin-projected one-electron densities of 
states and numbers of states for magnetite [91Z01]. 
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energy corresponding to the photoelectric threshold consistent with the key feature of 
the LSDA bands at the Fermi energy. The fact that the observed spin polarization in 
Ref. [75A01] at the photoelectric threshold is less than 100% may be ascribed to 
experimental difficulties such as complications introduced by surface effects on the 
magnetic structure as the photoelectric probing depth is typically only a few atomic 
layers. 
 
Table II. Calculated spin moments on various atoms of Fe3O4 [91Z01]. 
Atom Atomic number Charge Spin moment (µB) 
Fe(A) 26 23.52 -3.46 (×2) 
Fe(B) 26 24.24 +3.57 (×4) 
O 8 8.75 +0.10 (×8) 
E sphere 0 0.33 -0.01 (×18) 
Total 220 220 4.00  / Fe3O4 
 
 
2.2.2.3. Transport Properties of Fe3O4 
 
The magnetotransport behaviour of Fe3O4 has been investigated only by a few 
groups [75F02,96G01]. Early magnetoresistance (MR) studies by Feng et al. on 
polycrystalline thin film samples revealed a negative MR in the temperature range of 
105-250 K, reaching 7.5% at a temperature of 130 K and magnetic fields of up to 2.3 T 
[75F02]. A more recent work on single-crystal samples showed that the MR has a 
sharp peak around VT , with a maximum value of 17% at 7.7 T and decreases very 
rapidly as the temperature deviates from VT [96G01]. This MR peak has been 
explained as a result from a discontinuous change of thermodynamic quantities 
accompanying the first order Verwey transition. It should be noted that the single-
crystal measurements [75F02] have been carried out only in the neighbourhood of VT , 
covering a small temperature interval of only 114-126 K. 
In work of Gong et al. [97G03] the magnetotransport properties of epitaxial 
Fe3O4 films grown on MgO substrates were measured. Around VT , a similar peak in 
the MR as reported for single crystals was observed. Moreover, it was found that the 
MR in these films (6000 Å thick) exhibit a monotonic increase with decreasing 
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temperature below 105 K, reaching a value of 32% at 60 K at a magnetic field of 4 T. 
The analysis which was carried out by Gong et al. [97G03] has shown that the origin 
for the enhanced MR is due to a magnetic-field-induced reduction of the activation 
energy affecting the electron-hopping conduction mechanism. 
 
2.2.2.4. Optical and Magneto-Optical Properties of Fe3O4 
 
The electronic structure of Fe3O4 has been investigated experimentally by 
means of soft x-ray spectroscopy [89L01,93M02,74B01], photoelectron spectroscopy 
[95C01,75A01,86S02,98C01], optical [79S01,98P02], and magneto-optical (MO) 
spectroscopy [97F01,81Z01] as well as by magnetic dichroism [77K02,96K01]. The 
optical data [98P02] indicate an energy gap of 0.14 eV between occupied and empty 
electronic states and show also a strong temperature dependence of the optical 
conductivity in the energy region of 0-1 eV. The interpretation of the optical and MO 
spectra of Fe3O4 is very difficult due to the existence of three kinds of iron ions, i.e., 
Fe +2B , Fe +3B , and Fe +3A . The substitution of one of these types of iron ions by non-
magnetic ions provides a possibility for distinguishing transitions from various sites. 
There are several such experimental studies in the literature. Simsa and co-workers 
reported on the polar Kerr rotation and ellipticity spectra of Fe3O4 as well as the 
influence of a systematic substitution of Fe2+ by Mn2+ in the 0.5-3.0 eV energy range 
[80S01]. Zhang and co-workers reported on the polar Kerr spectra and the off-diagonal 
elements of the dielectric tensor of Fe3O4 between 0.5 and 4.3 eV. They also reported 
on the spectra of Li0.5Fe2.5O4 and MgFe2O4 between 0.5 and 5.0 eV [83Z01]. Finally, 
recent investigation of the optical and MO spectra of Fe3O4, substituted by Al3+ and 
Mg2+ ions has been carried out in Ref. [97F01]. The measurements were performed for 
the high-temperature metallic phase of Fe3O4. The authors systematically studied the 
influence on the MO-Kerr spectrum of Fe3O4 by partial substitution of Fe2+ by Mg2+ 
and of Fe3+ by Al3+. As a result the authors were able to establish the nature of the 
MO-active transitions by investigating the relative intensities of the main features in 
the off-diagonal optical conductivity of pure Fe3O4 samples as well as the Mg2+ and 
Al3+ substituted compounds. 
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A basic problem concerning the 
band structure of magnetite is that both the 
localization of the valence states and the 
mixing of the oxygen p states with iron d 
states are considerable. The aim of the 
work of Antonov et al. [01A01] was to 
present a detailed theoretical study of the 
electronic structure as well as of the 
optical and MO properties of Fe3O4 in the 
low temperature phase within a band-
structure approach which takes strong 
correlations into account. This is achieved 
by applying a local spin-density 
approximation to the density-functional 
theory supplemented by a Hubbard U term 
(LSDA+U). 
The LSDA+U calculations 
performed in Ref. [01A01] give a 
reasonable good agreement between 
theoretically calculated and experimen-
tally measured optical and MO spectra of 
Fe3O4. The minimum in the Kerr rotation spectrum (see Fig.2.16) at 0.9 eV is due to 
the Fe +2B (a1g↑)→Fe +3B (t2g↑) interband transition. The maximum at about 2 eV is 
associated with the Fe +2B (a1g↑)→Fe +3B (eg↑) interband transition. The second minimum 
in the Kerr rotation spectrum between 3 and 4 eV can be associated with the 
Fe +3B (eg↓)→Fe +3A (e↓,tg↓) interband transition. In general, the LSDA+U band-structure 
calculations from this work support the assumption of the MO-active transitions in 
Fe3O4 drawn earlier by Fontijn et al. [97F01] on the basis of experimental data. 
 
 
 
 
 
         
Fig.2.16. Calculated off-diagonal 
parts of the dielectric function εxy , 
Kerr rotation, and Kerr ellipticity 
spectra of Fe3O4 compared with 
experimental data (circles) [01A01]. 
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2.2.2.5. Photoelectron Spectroscopy Experiments on Fe3O4 
 
The interpretation of the valence-band photoemission spectra from Fe3O4 and 
the other iron oxides has long been a matter of debate. Early studies were mostly 
interpreted on the basis of the ligand-field theory [70S01], in which the localized 3d 
cation levels, split further by the oxygen ligand fields, were found responsible for the 
photoemission features, rather than the bandlike 3d density of states [75A01,75E01]. 
Further studies found that it was necessary to include configuration interaction (CI) 
within the 3d multiplet and charge transfer between the 3d and the ligand orbitals to 
improve the agreement with experiments and to account for the satellite features 
observed in photoemission [77B01,86F01]. Resonant photoemissiom across the Fe 
3p→3d excitation threshold was also used to identify the nature of the photoemission 
features near the Fermi level. This led to the conclusion that the occupied states near 
the Fermi level are mainly of 3 nd L (L presents a ligand hole) character and that all 
iron oxide phases (FeO, Fe3O4, and α-Fe2O3) should be classified as charge-transfer 
insulators [89L01,86F01,85Z01]. In contrast, recent O K-edge x-ray absorption and 
emission experiments on Fe3O4 suggested that the states on both sides of the band gap 
are of 3d origin and Fe3O4 should therefore be considered as Mott-Hubbard insulator 
[93M02]. Furthermore, inverse photoemission experiments [91S01,91C01,92B01] 
probing the states above the Fermi level revealed various covalent states for all the 
iron oxides phases and found, in the case of Fe2O3, that the on-site d-d Coulomb 
interaction energy (U) was overestimated by the configuration interaction theory. 
All these interpretations that were based on the localized electron point of view 
did not take into account the anisotropy and translation symmetry of the crystal, and 
therefore could not explain itinerant properties of the electronic structure such as the 
band dispersion. So far, there has been only one study [86S02] in which experimental 
photoemission spectra were interpreted with the help of a band-structure calculation 
for magnetite [84Y01]. The study was performed on an in situ cleaved Fe3O4(100) 
single crystal at room temperature. Finite intensity has been observed at the Fermi 
level, which indicated that Fe3O4 is a metal rather than an insulator, in agreement with 
the present band structure calculation [84Y01]. Although energy-band dispersion as 
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predicted by the calculation was not clearly observed, it was concluded that the 
itinerant-electron description is more appropriate than the ionic model for describing 
the electronic structure of Fe3O4 [84Y01,86S02]. 
In work of Cai et al. [98C01] the valence-band structure of Fe3O4(111) along 
the Γ-L symmetry line and the resonant enhancement of photoemission across the Fe 
3p→3d excitation threshold have been examined in detail at 90 K and 300 K. The 
experimentally derived band dispersions agree reasonably well with band-structure 
calculations for the high-temperature phase. In particular, dispersions of the minority-
spin bands near the Fermi level predicted by the calculations are clearly observed (see 
Fig.2.17). Together with the observation of finite intensity at the Fermi level this 
confirms the metallic nature of Fe3O4. At 90 K, which is below the Verwey transition 
temperature, there are subtle differences in the valence-band spectra that may be 
attributed to the change of crystallographic symmetry and/or the charge ordering at the 
B site associated with the Verwey transition. Changes that may be related to the altered 
crystallographic symmetry are more pronounced in the lower-lying O (2p)-dominated 
bands, whereas changes observed for the Fe (3d)-derived bands are more likely caused 
by the charge ordering at the B site [98C01]. 
                                   300 K                                                          90 K 
  
 
Fig.2.17. Structure plot for normal emission data (open and solid spheres) taken at 90 and 
300 K. Theoretical direct transitions (solid lines) are calculated using the band structure 
of the majority spin (left panel) and of the minority spin (right panel) by [84Y01] and 
free-electron final states approximation. 
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Resonant photoemission behaviour is not changed at temperatures above and 
below the Verwey transition temperature, demonstrating the local character of this 
process that is not influenced by either a crystallographic symmetry change or a long-
range order of the cations at the B site [98C01]. This local character is also indicated 
by the observation of band discontinuities at the Fe 3p→3d resonance photon energy 
for the high-lying Fe (3d)-derived bands, where as the low-lying O (2p)-dominated 
bands are not affected. The present results further indicate that, except for the resonant 
feature at 0.9 eV binding energy, most of the other resonant features in Fe3O4 cannot 
be separated into contributions from the Fe2+ or Fe3+ ions by comparing measured on- 
and off-resonance energies with those in FeO and Fe2O3, because Fe3O4 exhibits its 
own characteristic band structure and is not a simple superposition of FeO and Fe2O3 
[98C01]. Furthermore, it has been found that crystal anisotropy and band-structure 
effects may influence the energies of the resonant features observed in the difference 
curves (difference curve produced by substracting the off-resonance spactra from the 
spectra at selected photon energy), in further support of the itinerant nature of the 
electronic structure of magnetite. 
The first spin-resolved photoelectron investigations of Fe3O4 single crystals 
were performed by Alvarado et al. [75A01]. In these works the results of 
photoelectron spin polarization and ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy were 
compared with the calculations for such spectra made on the basis of  the single-ion-
in-a-crystal-field (SICF) model [72C01]. It was shown that SICF model correctly 
describes the electronic excitation spectra of the Fe ions and that the latter indeed is 
representative for the ionized state but not for the initial band density of states. The 
photoelectron spin polarization results correctly locate the position of the unpolarized 
oxygen 2p state emission and distinguish it from the 3d state emission. 
According to the SICF model [72C01], the photoelectronic excitations depend 
on the energy of the 3d n-1-derived state of the metal ion left behind. There were also 
attempts to determine the energy separation of the localized 3d levels as well as the 
spectral features and level widths of the overlapping 3d states and oxygen 2p bands in 
simple transition metals oxides [75E01]. 
The photoelectron spin polarization measurements done by Alvarado et al. 
[75A01] were performed at photon energies up to 11.2 eV. The spin polarization 
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)( νhP  of the photoelectrons was measured by Mott scattering. 
)/()()( ↓↑↓↑ +−= nnnnhP ν , where )( ↓↑ nn  is the yield of spin-up (spin-down) 
photoelectrons obtained with photon energy νh .  
In Fig.2.18 the electron spin polarization as a function of νh  and the  prediction 
of SICF model for Fe3O4 are presented. The photothreshold is Φ =3.9 ± 0.3 eV. The 
spin polarization at Fermi energy in this case is about (-60%) which is in good 
agrement with SICF model. This model predicts that in the binding energy region of 
1.5 eV FB EE >>  the photoemission spectra are attributed to the ionic configuration 
based transition 5T2(3d 6) → 6A1(3d 5)+ e  of Fe2+, where e  denotes a photoelectron. As 
derived in this model the maximum obtainable spin polarization at 0=T K is 
%)6.66(3/2 −−=P [75A01].  
Until recently, spectroscopic studies of transition-metal oxides (TMO) were 
limited to bulk properties: the problem of preparing thin films of TMO with well-
defined stoichiometry and surface properties seemed to be unsurmountable. However, 
recent research works have demonstrated that it is possible to stabilize a few of these 
complex structures in the form of 
ultrathin films, by epitaxial 
growth on appropriate crystalline 
substrates. Within the scope of 
this work the various growth 
techniques of epitaxial Fe3O4 thin 
films are of importance. Fe3O4 
films have been sucsessfully 
grown on Pt(111) [94B01,95F01], 
on Fe(110) [90S02], on 
MgO(110) [97K01,99V01], and 
on NiO [92L01] substrates.  
Recently Kim et al. 
[00K01] performed by spin-
resolved photoelectron spectro-
scopy the measurements of the 
 
Fig.2.18. Electron spin polarization as a 
function of hν compared with the prediction of 
SICF model for Fe3O4 [75A01]. 
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bulk propeties of epitaxial Fe oxide films which were grown on the Fe(110) surface. It 
was shown that the oxidation process proceeds through two distinguished phases: an 
initial (paramagnetic) FeO(111) layer is transformed into a stable Fe3O4(111) 
overlayer at high oxygen doses (>600 L). The magnetization of the resulting 
Fe3O4(111)/Fe(110) bilayer are antiparallely coupled. 
The presence of the two oxidation states of the Fe(110) film, e.g., FeO and 
Fe3O4 can be clearly distinguished by LEED and in the photoemission data. 
Representative valence-band spectra are shown in Fig.2.19 as a function of oxygen 
exposure (spectra taken from work [00K01]). 
The valence-band data from the surface of the oxides obtained by oxidizing 
epitaxial Fe(110) films are quite different from that expected from the bulk-terminated 
Fe3O4 surface. Various groups have measured spin-integrated valence-band spectra 
from bulk Fe3O4 cleaved in situ in order to generate freshly prepared [110] or [100] 
surfaces [95C01,97P02]. In spite of different surface orientations the intensity at the 
Fermi level in the photoemission spectra is always lower for the bulk samples than for 
samples grown on epitaxial Fe(110) films [00K01]. A larger intensity at FE , even at 
the highest oxygen exposures, cannot be attributed to the signal from the Fe metal 
underneath, as it is demonstrated by 
the absence of Fe metal in the 3p 
spectra. Therefore, the higher 
photoemission intensity at FE  
seems to be an intrinsic feature of 
the films prepared on the Fe(110) 
surface [00K01]. Probably, it 
indicates the formation of an 
oxygen deficient Fe3O4 surface. 
The fact that the surfaces of 
the films in Ref. [00K01] do not 
have the pure Fe3O4 stoichiometry 
is also apparent from the small 
positive spin polarization (+16%) 
 
Fig.2.19. (a) Spin-integrated and (b) spin-
resolved valence band photoemission spectra 
taken in normal emission with 40 eV photon 
energy, as a function of oxygen exposure 
[00K01]. 
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observed near FE . 
Note that the reduced spin polarization is confined only to the surface region. 
On the other hand, recent mesurements showed that the bulk magnetization of the 
Fe3O4 overlayer is as high as 80% of the value for pure Fe3O4 [00K02]. 
 
2.2.3. CrO2 (Chromium Dioxide) 
 
The ferromagnetic compo-
und CrO2, which crystallizes in the 
tetragonal rutile structure [61S01], 
is one of the technologically most 
important oxides. It is widely used 
as magnetic recording medium for 
tapes, for which application its 
=CT 391 K [67K01] is favorable. 
 
2.2.3.1. Crystallographic 
Structure of CrO2 
 
The rutile structure of CrO2 
(see Fig.2.20 (a)) has a simple 
tetragonal Bravais lattice with two 
formula units per unit cell. It consist 
of chromium atoms octahedrally 
coordinated by oxygen atoms, with 
the oxygen octahedra aranged in 
‘ribbons’ running parallel to the 
tetragonal c axis. Adjacent 
octahedra on the same ribbon share 
a common edge, whereas octahedra 
on adjacent ribbons share a common corner. The octahedra are situated relative to each 
otheer according to a fourfold screw axis with nonprimitive translation equal to half 
the c axis. Fig.2.20 (b) highlights the planar CrO4 units which form the ribbons. The 
 
(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Fig.2.20 (a). Rutile structure of the CrO2 
crystal. Brown spheres are octahedral sites of 
Cr4+ ions and red spheres are O2- ions sites. (b) 
(see text). 
a 
a 
c 
a 
a 
c 
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ribbon oxygen atoms are referred as ‘equatorial’, and the other two oxygens of the 
CrO6 octahedra as ‘apical’. The octahedra are orthorombically distorted away from the 
ideal geometry, with the apical oxygen atoms slightly more distant from the central 
chromium atom than the equatorial oxygen atoms. Chromium atoms are located at the 
lattice positions [0,0,0] and [1/2,1/2,1/2], and the four oxygen atoms are located at 
[u,u,0], [1-u,1-u,0], [1/2+u,1/2-u,1/2], and [1/2-u,1/2+u,1/2], where u is a 
 
 
Fig.2.21. Energy bands of CrO2 for (a) majority spin and (b) minority spin electrons 
[86S01]. 
 
 
 
Fig.2.22. Spin- and site-projected densities of states (in states per atom per eV) for (a) 
majority spin and (b) minority spin electrons of CrO2. O 2s (doted curve), O 2p (broken 
curve) and Cr 3d DOS (full curve) [86S01]. 
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dimensionless internal coordinate less than unity. The measured values of the 
structural parameters a, c, and u are 4.419Å, 2.912 Å, and 0.303 Å, respectively 
[72P01]. 
 
2.2.3.2. Electronic Band Structure of CrO2 
 
Despite of its widespread use, the electronic band structure of CrO2 has been the 
subject of controverse discussions. Local spin density approximation (LSDA) band 
structure calculations predicted CrO2 to be a half-metallic ferromagnet [86S01]. In this 
early work self-consistent augmented spherical wave (ASW) calculations resulted in 
the spin-polarized energy bands (Fig.2.21) and the corresponding densities of states 
(DOS) which are decomposed into spin- and site-projected components (Fig.2.22) by 
using additional data of the wavefunctions. The most important results are that a 
metallic character is found for the majority-spin electrons, while the Fermi energy is 
within the energy gap for the minority-spin electrons, i.e. the minority spin channel is 
semiconducting. This fact can be clearly seen from both the electron band structure 
(Fig.2.21) and the DOS (Fig.2.22). 
The electronic structure of CrO2 consists of the low-lying O 2s bands (in the 
range of –18 eV binding energy) which are separated by a gap from the next bands 
mainly originating from O (2p) states. Note that the site-projected DOS in Fig.2.22 are 
normalized per atom (there are two oxygen atoms per chromium atom). These O (2p) 
states interact with the exchange 
split Cr (3d) states (exchange 
splitting is about 1.8 eV) and lead 
to bonding and antibonding states. 
In the case of the spin-up 
electrons the O (2p) and Cr (3d) 
states are close in energy that a 
relatively strong ‘covalent’ 
interaction occurs, while for the 
spin-down electrons the sepa-
ration between these states is 
 
Fig.2.23. Calculated band structure of 
ferromagnetic CrO2 in the majority spin channel 
[99M02]. 
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large enough to open an energy gap between the ‘O (2p)’ and ‘Cr (3 d)’ bands. This 
mechanism leads to the half-metallic character of CrO2. The Fermi energy is located 
within the energy gap of the spin-down DOS but is also in a local minimum of the 
spin-up DOS. This is a favourable configuration which is responsible for the relative 
stability of this compound. It can be clearly seen from Fig. 2.22 that the d 
hybridization of the O p band is greater in the spin-up than in the spin-down case, an 
observation consistent with the present ‘covalent’ interaction (i.e. the larger the energy 
separation the weaker the admixture). 
The gap of about 1.5 eV between the ‘O (2p)’ and the ‘Cr (3 d)’ bands of the 
spin-down electrons are assigned to be responsible for some of the sharp structures in 
the optical properties of CrO2 [74C01,81D01]. However, it is well known that band 
structure calculations using the local density approxi-mation yield a smaller gap than 
the experimentally obser-ved energy gap [79H01]. Although this would not affect the 
half-metallic nature of CrO2, it could be of importance in experiments involving 
excited states. 
Mazin et al. reported the well converged full-potential all-electron band 
structure calculations along with an analysis of the latest experimental data [99M02]. 
The conclusion of the authors is that the existing experimental data are in agreement 
with the calculated LSDA electronic structure without invoking additional strong 
correlation effects, but that strong electron - magnon scattering (as expected in half 
metals) is present and renor-
malizes the electron bands. With 
such renormalization the LSDA 
electronic structure of CrO2 is in 
close agreement with the present 
experimental results. 
The calculations in 
Ref. 99M02 were performed 
using the general potential 
linearised augmented plane-
wave method (LAPW). The 
 
Fig.2.24. DOS of ferromagnetic CrO2. The shaded 
area is the Cr (3d) contribution. (Data taken from 
Ref. 99M02). 
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resulting band structure on the majority spin channel is shown in Fig. 2.23 and the 
electronic density of states in 2.24. The DOS agrees well with that reported by 
Sorantin and Schwarz [92S01]. The LSDA bandwidth W is of the order of 10 eV, of 
which 5-6 eV are bands with predominantly d character. This result has to be 
compared with the Hubbard repulsion ≈U 3 eV from constrained LSDA calculations 
[98K01]. The ratio of ≈WU / 0.5 is much smaller than in strongly correlated oxides of 
Ni, Fe or Cu. One can expect at best moderate electron-electron correlations beyond 
the mean-field LSDA result. 
The recent LSDA+U calculations of Korotin et al. [98K01] have been 
compared with results of earlier LSDA band structure calculation [86S01]. The most 
striking difference is the upward shift of the unoccupied d states by approximatelly 
2eV. However, the reported LSDA calculations deviate among themselves by a 
comparable amount, and it is worth trying to sort out the differences genuinely related 
with the Hubbard U from those related to the computational details. 
The results of Korotin et al. [98K01] (Fig.2.25) mainly differ from those of 
Schwarz in the position of the unoccupied spin-down Cr d band. Compared to the 
LSDA results from Mazin et al. [99M02] (Fig.2.24) the unoccupied spin-down Cr d 
band is shifted by approximatelly 1.4 eV towards higher energies (this is less than half 
of the Hubbard U, due to the Cr-O hybridization [98K01]). Thus the Fermi level 
appears to be somewhat lower than the center of the energy gap, while in the LAPW 
calculation from Mazin et al. [99M02], as well as from Ref. 86S01, the Fermi energy 
is closer to the upper boundary of the energy gap.  
The still open question is to what extent this difference reflects real physics, that 
is renormalization of the bands due to electron-electron correlations beyond LSDA, 
and to what extent it reflects the difference in the computational techniques and 
associated approximations. If the latter dominates, full potential calculations are 
prefered over atomic-sphere approximation (ASA) calculations as in Ref. 98K01. On 
the other hand, if correlations beyond the LSDA are very strong, the LSDA+U 
calculations may be superior regardless of the spherical approximation. It is worth 
noting that although the statement of Korotin et al. “that LSDA+U is superior to 
LSDA since it can indeed yield an energy gap if the local Coulomb interaction is large 
enough” is widely appliciable, but it is no more valid when the local interaction is 
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small compared to the band width as generally given for metals. For ≈WU / 0.5, it is 
unclear, whether the way in which LSDA+U includes correlations is favourable or 
worse compared with the LSDA, which includes correlations roughly in a mean-field 
manner. 
Let us now look at the electronic structure of the spin-up subband near the 
Fermi level. Fig.2.26 shows the calculated Fermi surface from Mazin et al. [99M02]. 
The three bands form a number of pockets; the main motive is a chain of alternating 
hole and electron pockets extending along kz direction. The electron pocket 
(‘pseudocube’) is centered around the Γ -point, and it touches a hole pocket at the 
point k0 )/4,0,0( cpi≈ . These hole pockets extend up to the Z point where they touch the 
identical pocket in the next Brillouin zone.  
There are 0.12 electrons per formula unit and a compensating amount of holes. 
Interestingly, while the Γ -pocket is quasi-isotropic, this hole pocket looks more like a 
pseudosphere with ‘tentacles’ direc -
ted towards the center of the 
XMXZRARΓ  prism, that is towards 
the point ( )2/,2/,2/ caa pipipi . The 
tentacle has a complex shape and 
extends from the above mentioned 
point along ( 011 ) direction hugging 
the pseudocube. The whole pocket 
resembles a hammerhead shark with 
one belly, four heads, and no tails. 
The main contribution to the DOS 
comes from the ‘heads’.  Two 
additional small concentric electron 
pockets occur between A and M. 
These two Fermi surfaces are 
degenerate on the XMAR face of the 
Brillouin zone. The reason for that is 
the existence of a two-fold screw axis 
 
Fig.2.25. Total density of states per formula 
unit (a) and spin-split partial density of states 
for Cr 3d (b) and O (2p) bands (c) of CrO2 
[98K01]. 
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in the rutile structure. As shown 
by Herring this leads to the 
degeneracy of electronic bands in 
the plane perpendicular to the 
screw axis. This degeneracy is 
lifted linearly in k, and the 
momentum matrix elements 
between the bands are finite. This 
leads to a finite static interband 
conductivity (σ inter( 0)0 ≠→ω ) 
[85R01]. Since the length of the 
line where these two pockets 
touch each other is small, this 
contribution is rather small, but 
can be of importance when 
analyzing experimental infrared conductivity data in terms of a Drude model [99M02]. 
Kuneš et al. [02K01] compared the experimental magneto-optical Kerr spectra 
with that calculated using LSDA, GGA (generalised gradient approxi-mation - include 
gradient correction to the LSDA), and LSDA+U exchange-correlation functionals. The 
authors found satisfactory agreement between the experimental spectra and the 
theoretical spectra calculated with the GGA functionals in the spectral range from 0.5 
to 5 eV, with a minor exception in the interval from 1.8 to 2.8 eV. The main 
conclusion of this study is the fact that the application of the LSDA+U scheme, which 
changes notably the LSDA spectra, does not result in a better agreement with the 
experiment. Moreover, the correspondence of the LSDA+U spectra to the experimntal 
ones is significantly worse than that of the GGA spectra. This indicate that the 
LSDA+U functional is not adequate for a proper explanation of the magneto-optical 
spectra, and consequently, also not fully adequate for an appropriate description of the 
electronic structure of CrO2. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2.26. LAPW Fermi surface of CrO2 . Note 
the electron ‘‘pseudocube’’ around the Γ point 
and hole ‘‘hammerheads’’ touching the 
‘‘pseudocube’’ between Γ and Z. Small pockets 
along the AM line are not shown [99M02]. 
Γ 
Z 
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2.2.3.3. Spectroscopic Determination of the Spin Polarization of CrO2 
 
Determining the spin polarization and proving the electronic band structure of 
CrO2 have been important tasks in the last few years because of the still open question 
concerning adequ-ate band structure calcula-tions and possible appli-cation of this 
material in magnetoelectronic devices where electrodes with high spin polarization are 
needed. 
One established method for determining the spin polarization is the point-
contact Andreev reflection (PCAR) technique. The PCAR technique is described in 
detail by Upadhyay et al. and Soulen et al. in Refs. 98U01,99S01. 
By Anguelouch et al. [01A02] the spin polarization experiments were 
performed by appling the PCAR technique. Representative masurements (shown as 
open circles) of the normalized conductance nGVG /)(  versus bias voltage V for 
Pb/CrO2 films at ~1.6 K are shown in Figs.2.27 (a)-(c). A modified version [01S01] of 
the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk (BTK) theory [82B01] has been used to analyze the 
experimental data in order to extract the corresponding spin polarization value. The 
conductance curves can be reasonably well described by this model. The solid lines in 
Figs.2.27 (a)-(c) represent best-fit lines to this model using the spin polarization Pf, the 
inter-facial scattering barrier strength Z, and the superconductor energy gap ∆  as 
fitting parameters. The fits are shown in Fig.2.27 (a)-(c) as solid lines. Fig.2.27 (d) 
shows the Z dependence of Pf, which is consistent with previous PCAR measurements 
[01J01,01S01]. In the limit of a transparent interface Z=0 the value of spin polarization 
is 98.4%. 
Fig.2.27 (c) shows the experimental results obtained with such a perfect 
interface. The conductance curve is completely flat outside of the energy gap, 
indicating a clean metallic contact between the Pb and CrO2 layers. Assuming a clean 
interface, the formula for spin polarization reduces [01J01,01S01] to 
)1(2/)0( PGG n −= . Since nGG /)0( =0.32 in this case, P is determined to be 98.4%, 
which agrees with the fitting result. This is the highest spin polarization value ever 
determined in a ferromagnetic metal, which is a convincing proof of the half-metallic 
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nature of CrO2. In contrast, 
conventional ferromagnetic 
metals such as Fe, Co, and Ni 
have a much lower polarization 
in the range of 25 to 45%. 
In the same work the 
surface quality of the prepared 
CrO2(100) films has been 
probed using atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and have 
verified that these films grown 
as a single crystal. Fig.2.28 
shows an AFM image of a 
1050Å thick CrO2(100) film. The clearly resolved steps in the AFM image correspond 
to individual atomic planes of the CrO2(100) surface. The rms roughness over an area 
of 1µm2 is 4.6 Å, while the height of each individual step is 4.4 Å or 8.8 Å. Since the 
out-of-plane lattice constant of CrO2(100) is a=4.4 Å, these steps correspond to a 
single or double unit cell length along the a-axis, indicating that the films are rather 
smooth. A line scan over a region with atomic steps is shown as an inset in Fig.2.28.  
Generally, the roughness at the FM/insulator intefaces greatly affects the 
magnetic and resistive properties of magnetic tunnel junctions. It has been also shown 
that the magnetic properties are strongly affected by Néel “orange-peel” coupling 
[62N01]. Large roughness can also lead to imperfection in the tunnel barrier, causing 
highly nonuniform current distributions (hot spots). 
In contrast to the point-contact Andreev reflection measurements the earlier 
experiments which were performed by using  surface sensitive techniques (STM and 
spin-resolved PES) did not give a convincing proof of the half metallic nature of CrO2. 
Wiesendanger et al. [90W01] used a CrO2 STM tip for spin-resolved STM 
measurements. The authors observed a contrast in the STM images of a Cr(001) single 
crystal surface which was attributed to spin-polarized tunneling from the CrO2 tip. 
From this experiment a spin polarization of about 20% was determined but this small 
 
Fig.2.27. (a)–(c) Measured G(V)/Gn vs V of Pb/CrO2 
point contacts at T=1.6 K (open circles). The solid 
lines are best fits to the data using the modified BTK 
model. (d) Fitted polarization Pf as a function of Z 
[01J01,01A02]. 
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value is in a contradiction with the 
band structure calculations for 
half-metallic state of CrO2. 
The first direct measu-
rements of the spin polarization of 
CrO2 by spin-resolved photo-
electron spectroscopy detected a 
high spin polarization value of 
approximatelly 95% at a binding 
energy of 2 eV [87K01]. In these 
experiments extremely low 
photoemission intensity was 
observed at the Fermi level. The 
measurements were performed on 
a polycrystalline CrO2 film that 
the photoemission spectra give the 
density of states of CrO2 sample. 
Nevertheless, this two early 
experiments by using surface 
sensitive techniques demonstrated 
that a careful preparation of a 
well-defined CrO2 surface is of 
importance for proving the half-
metallic nature of CrO2. 
The electronic structure of 
powdered polycrystalline sample 
of CrO2 was examined by 
photoemission and inverse photo-
emission spectroscopy by Tsujioka et al. [97T01]. The spectra exhibit a weak but clear 
Fermi edge characteristic of a metal. Most of the spectral weight of the Cr d band is 
distributed in broad peaks well above and below FE , reminiscent of the upper and 
lower Hubbard bands, respectively, which would be consistent with the LSDA+U 
 
Fig.2.28. AFM image of a 1050 Å thick 
CrO2(100) film. The clearly resolved steps 
correspond to atomic planes of the CrO2. The 
inset shows a sample cross section of region 
marked by A with 4.4 Å steps [01A02]. 
 
Fig.2.29. Valence-band photoemission spectra of 
CrO2 taken with various photon energies. UPS 
(hν=40.8 eV) and BIS (hν=1486.6 eV) spectra 
(solid curves) compared with theoretical spectra 
deduced from the LSDA (Ref.[86S01]) and 
LSDA+U (Ref.[98K01]) calculations [97T01]. 
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results. Fig.2.29 shows a combined plot of UPS and BIS spectra from Ref. 97T01, 
compared with theoretical spectra deduced from LSDA and LSDA+U band structure 
calculations [86S01,98K01]. Here, the theoretical curves have been obtained from the 
calculated Cr (3d) and O (2p) partial DOS and the atomic photoionization cross-
section [85Y01]. The most remarkable difference between LSDA and LSDA+U 
calculations is the position of the main Cr (3d) peak above FE . The experimental BIS 
spectrum is in better agreement with the LSDA+U calculation. The prominent 
structure at ~ 4 eV is attributed to the rest of the unoccupied d band. The observed ~ 
0.8 eV peak is weak and broad compared to the LSDA+U result probably due to 
spectral weight transfer away from FE  induced by electron correlation. The large (~ 5 
eV) splitting between the prominent Cr (3d) peaks in the combined UPS-BIS spectra is 
thus closer to the value (~ 4.5 eV) deduced from the LSDA+U calculation than that (~ 
1.6 eV) deduced from the LSDA calculation. The underestimate of the splitting in the 
LSDA calculation is due to the neglect of the Hubbard splitting of the d band by ~ U. 
From estimation the value of 4.36.15 =−≈U eV can be extracted. This value is in 
good agreement with value of U = 3 eV which was used in the LSDA+U band 
structure calculations [98K01]. 
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2.3. General Aspects of Photoemission Spectroscopy (PES) 
  
2.3.1. Phenomenology 
 
In angle-resolved photoelectron 
spectroscopy the surface of a sample is 
irradiated by monochromatized light of 
energy hν, and the emitted electrons are 
analyzed with respect to the direction (θ, ϕ, 
see Fig.2.30) and the kinetic energy Ekin. 
Fig.2.31 shows a typical photoelectron 
spectrum together with the basic energy 
relations. Einstein’s equation 
 
Ekin,max = hν - Φ  (2.6) 
 
says that the maximum kinetic energy of an 
electron emitted by the photoelectric effect 
is equal to the photon energy minus the 
energy Φ necessary to release the electron 
from the solid. Φ is called the work 
function. On the right-hand side of the 
energy scale in Fig.2.31 the electrons of the highest kinetic energy are found, which 
corresponds to the most loosely bound electrons. In case of metal those electrons 
deriving from the Fermi energy. In order to extend Eq.2.6 also to electrons in the 
spectrum below the Fermi energy, the binding energy is defined by 
 
EB= hν - Ekin,max - Φ.       (2.7) 
 
Electrons deriving from the valence band can be found at binding energies of several 
eV while those from the core levels contribute between several ten eV to several 1000 
eV. Besides other features in the spectrum like Auger peaks and satellites (plasmon 
losses, “shake-up” and “shake-down” satelites etc.) the background of inelastically 
 
Fig.2.30. Geometry in an angle-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy 
experiment [96H01]. 
 
Fig.2.31. Photoelectron spectrum [96H01]. 
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scattered electrons increases in intensity with EB until the edge of zero-kinetic-energy 
electrons appears. 
The inelastic scattering limits the probing depth of the photoelectrons. The 
number of photoelectrons that leave the crystal depends exponentially on the thickness 
d of the traversed film: 
 
I = I0 e-d/λ.   (2.8) 
  
The parameter λ is the inelastic mean 
free path (IMFP) of the electrons. Its 
dependence on the material and the 
kinetic energy of the electrons is 
described by the empirical formula 
given by Seah and Dench [79S02]: 
 
λ
 (nm) = 0.41(a(nm))3/2 )(eVEkin      (2.9) 
 
where the material constant a denotes the size of the atoms in the traversed region and 
is defined independently of the crystal structure in Ref. [79S02]. The dependence of λ 
on the energy leads to the so-called universal curve (Fig.2.32) which reaches a 
minimum of about 2 atomic layers (monolayers, ML) around 50 eV kinetic energy. 
This is the origin for the surface sensitivity of valence-band photoemission if 
performed in this energy range. 
It is reasonable to think that, in transition metals, the IMFP variation is mostly 
determined by  density-of-state effects, whereas the transition matrix elements 
introduce weaker corrections. The crudest model was given by Schönhense and 
Siegmann [93S01,94S01], who phenome-nologically relate the “scattering cross 
section” +σ  ( −σ ) for majority - spin (minority - spin) electrons to the numbers of 
holes per atom in the d bands. This model was an important contribution to the 
understan-ding of spin-dependent effects in the experiments involving low-energy 
electrons. First, let us remind that, generally speaking, an electron scattering cross 
section 
e
σ
 is connected to the electron mean free path 
e
λ
 by the relation 1=N
ee
σλ , 
 
Fig.2.32. Universal curve for IMFP of  elec-
trons in solid state [96H01]. 
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where N is the density of scattering 
centres. In Ref. [93S01], to make more 
evident that the d holes act as 
scattering centres, the scattering cross 
section is somewhat improperly 
defined as the inverse of the IMFP. 
Schönhense and Siegmann define ±σ  
as: 
 
±
±±
+
=−+=
hd
d
N
n
σσ
σσσ
0
0 )5(
         
 
 
where 0σ  and dσ , respectively, refer to sp and d contributions and are assumed to be 
material independent, +n  ( −n ) is the number of up- (down-) spin electrons in the d 
bands. For the following discussion, we have introduced the hole numbers in the 
majority- and minority-spin d bands, ±± −= nN h 5 , the total hole number 
+− += hhh NNN  and the difference 
−++−
−=−=∆ nnNNN hhh . It should be remarked 
that the spin-averaged cross section is 
 
22 0
h
d
N
σσ
σσ
σ +=
+
=
+−
. 
 
Writing nnn ∆±=± , the number of Bohr magnetons is expressed as 
nnnnB ∆=−=
−+ 2  and  
 
hdBd Nn ∆==−=∆
+− σσσσσ . 
 
The Schönhanse and Siegmann formula originates from the naive picture of a primary 
electron “falling” into empty states in the d bands, with spin conservation. In a natural 
way, dσ  is interpreted as the scattering cross section for scattering by the holes in the 
d bands. As ±σ  is proportional to ( ±λ )-1, the inverse of the mean free path for 
majority- and minority-spin electrons, the IMFP asymmetry A is 
 
Fig.2.33. Total scattering cross section σ   in 
nm-1 versus number of unoccupied d-orbitals 
for the transition metals indicated [94S01]. 
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The spin-dependent component σ∆  and the IMFP asymmetry A play a central role in 
spin-polarized electron experiments and can be determined by different methods 
(overlayer technique, electron transmission etc.) [00D02]. Fig.2.33 compiles 
experimental spin-averaged IMFP measurements in several metals, plotted versus the 
number of holes in the d-orbitals [94S01].  
 
2.3.2. Single-Particle Aspects of PES 
 
In the framework of quantum mechanics, photoemission of an electron is a 
transition from an occupied eigenstate (the initial state |ψi〉) to a final state |ψf〉 of a 
quantum mechanical system. The transition rate between two eigenfunctions of the 
Hamiltonian H´ is given by Fermi’s Golden Rule 
 
Pfi=2pi / ! |〈ψf|H´|ψi〉|2δ (Ef -Ei - hν)     (2.10) 
 
where the δ distribution guarantees conservation of energy and H´ denotes the 
Hamiltonian for the interaction between an electron and the vector potential of the 
electromagnetic radiation field A, if higher-order contributions are neglected (dipole 
approximaion) [99T03]: 
 
H´ = e/2mc⋅A⋅p. 
 
Here A is assumed to be constant and fixed in space, so that [82P01] 
 
Pfi∝|〈ψf|p|ψi〉A|2δ (Ef  -Ei  - hν)      (2.11) 
 
Applying the commutation relation [87L01] of H=p2/2m+V(r) with p and r 
 
〈ψf|[p,H]|ψi〉=(Ei-Ef)〈ψf|p|ψi〉 = -i! 〈ψf|∇V|ψi〉 
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〈ψf|[r,H]|ψi〉 = (Ei-Ef)〈ψf|r|ψi〉 = i! /m〈ψf|p|ψi〉 
 
and with the equation hν = Ef -Ei one gets two different forms of the matrix element of 
Eq.2.10: 
 
〈ψf|p|ψi〉 = imω 〈ψf|r|ψi〉 = i/ω 〈ψf|∇V|ψi〉. 
 
Here the last expression means that photoemission cannot take place in a potential 
V(r)=const. 
The simplest case in which photoemission occurs is a free-electron system 
bound by a potential barrier located at the site of the two-dimentional interface 
between the semi-infinite solid and vacuum. With ez as the unit vector normal to this 
surface one gets 
 
∇V=∂V/∂z⋅ez 
 
and Eq.2.11 simplifies like 
 
Pfi∝|〈ψf|∂V/∂z|ψi〉Az|2δ (Ef  -Ei -hν). 
 
If we attribute single-crystal properties to the solid, then V becomes a periodic 
potential and the states ψi and ψf satisfy the Bloch condition 
 
ψ(r+q)=eik||⋅qψ(r)        (2.12) 
 
as a consequence of the translation symmetry parallel to the surface (q denotes a lattice 
vector in that surface). For a wave vector k of the electron, Eq.2.12 results in the 
conservation of its component parallel to the surface k|| on the passage through the 
two-dimensional surface barrier, however, plus or minus a reciprocal lattice vector G: 
 
k=k||+k⊥ 
 
ki||=kf||±G. 
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This means ki|| is known in the reduced Brillouin zone if the wave vector outside of the 
solid kext, which we identify with kf, can be determined. As the electron after having 
left the solid is a free electron, its wave vector satisfies 
 
|kext|= kinEm22
!
 
 
and we get its parallel component from 
k θsin2 2|| kin
ext Em
!
= .        (2.13) 
 
More complicated is the question for ki⊥. The answer depends on what is 
included in the system described by Eq.2.10. The first model of photoemission to 
predict intensities correctly was the three-step model [64B01]. The first step is the 
creation of a photoelectron within the solid, the second step describes the transport of 
the electron to the surface of the solid in the presence of scattering effects. In the third 
step the electron eventually leaves the solid [96H01]. 
The first step is treated quantum mechanically by evaluating the matrix element 
from Eq.2.10. Thus the final state |ψf〉 lies within the solid, and the influence of the 
surface on the excitation process is ruled out in the model. 
The transition is depicted in the band structure by a direct transition from an 
occupied initial state below to an unoccupied final state above the Fermi energy with 
the energy difference between both states determined by the photon energy as 
 
Ef(kint)-Ei(kint) = hν.       (2.14) 
 
Characterizing the transition as ‘direct’ or ‘optical’ implies that k||, as well as k⊥ is 
conserved during the first step. The second step has to be calculated independently 
from step one by introducing a mean free path λ of the excited electron in the solid. If 
λ, which we identify with the IMFP, is much greater than the interplanar spacing 
between atomic planes in solid, the coherence of exitations from different layers leads 
to a conservation of k⊥. If, on the other hand, λ is of the same order of magnitude or 
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less than the interplanar distance, also transitions that do not conserve k⊥ exactly are 
allowed, and a broadening of kf⊥ occurs [75P01]. 
By far the simplest approach to the final state is assuming a free electron final 
state inside of the crystal and describing the ionic potential of the solid by an average 
V0 providing 
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and thus 
 
k .2)(k 2 02extfint
!
mV
f += ⊥⊥               (2.15) 
 
V0 can either be regarded as an adjustable parameter in a band mapping experiment 
(which consist to a considerable extent of comparison of experimental with calculated 
data), or it can be taken as a value provided by theory, approximately as the zero level 
of the muffin tin potential in an augmented plane wave (APW) band structure 
calculation [96H01]. 
 
2.3.3. Deviation from the Single-Particle Picture 
 
It was mentioned that inelastic scattering limits the IMFP of the photoelectrons. 
Such inelastic processes comprise the excitation of, e. g., electron-hole pairs and 
plasmons and mean that the photoelectron interacts with the other electrons of the 
system [96H01]. 
This also holds for the hole created in the excitation process. This hole has a 
finite lifetime. When it is filled by another electron, a third electron can be excited 
above the Fermi level. This excitation leads to a line broadening of the initial state, 
which can be accounted for by replacing the δ-function in Eq.2.11 by Lorentzian 
[96H01].
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In addition, also a binding-energy shift [96H01] can occur when the remaining 
electrons screen the charge of the hole. In this case the energy of the ionized system is 
lowered, and the measured binding energy will be shifted towards the Fermi level. The 
processes that cause broadenings and shifts of the energy because the coupling of the 
hole to the rest of the system can be described by a complex self-energy Σi(E) [87L01]. 
The δ-function in Eq.2.11 has then to be replaced by the spectral function of the hole 
state Ai(Ef - hν) with [87L01] 
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)(Im1)( 22 EEEE
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This function attains a maximum for 
 
E=Ei + )(Re EiΣ . 
 
If this equation has more than one solution, the solutions are divided up into main lines 
and satellite lines [87L01]. 
 
2.3.4. Principles and Techniques of Spin-Resolved PES 
 
Up to this section we have considered the determination of three initial-state 
properties of the electron, as there are that of the binding energy by determining the 
kinetic energy, that of k|| by choosing the angle of detection and measuring the kinetic 
energy, and that of k⊥ also by evaluating of angle and kinetic energy and the 
assumption of a final state (see (2.13)-(2.15)). Now we will concentrate on the spin of 
electron. 
The observable in a spin-resolved photoemission experiment is the electron spin 
polarization P which is defined [85K01] as the expectation value of the Pauli spin 
operator σ: 
 
P = 〈σ〉 = Trace(σρ) 
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where ρ is the density matrix. The spin 
polarization with respect to a certain 
direction, the so-called quantization axis, 
which is provided by the experimental 
set-up, becomes 
 
↓↑
↓↑
+
−
=
NN
NNP
  
(2.16)
 
 
where ↑N  and ↓N  are the number of electrons with magnetic moments parallel and 
antiparallel to the given quantization axis, respectively. 
P is measured here by means of Mott scattering [76K01]. This is based on the 
fact that spin-dependent terms in the Coulomb scattering of electrons from heavy 
atoms arise from relativistic L-S coupling (see Fig.2.34) 
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where s   and l
&
 is a spin and orbital moments of scattered electrons respectively. This 
effect causes a left-right assymetry A: 
 
RL IIA /=  . 
 
In the experimental setup used here the photoelectrons are accelerated after having left 
the energy analyzer to about 100 keV and scattered by a thin Au foil target. In this case 
the polarization which measured by Si detectors in the Mott-chamber is PMott 
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where Seff denotes the Sherman function [76K01] which measure the ‘efficiency’ of the 
spin analyzer and has a maximum for 100-keV electrons at a scattering angle of 120o. 
Because of multiple scattering, Seff decreases with the thickness of the scattering foil. 
A Au foil of about 1500Å thickness, which was used in our experiments, gives a Seff of 
approximately 0.16. Pasym is the asymmetry introduced by the apparatus which is 
 
Fig.2.34. Full electron scattering potential 
in case of L-S coupling [76K01]. 
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canceled out by reversing the magnetization of the sample and by using in the 
calculations of P the mean value for the asymmetry: 
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where Pexc is the real polarization of the electrons in the solid, P(M+) and P(M-) are 
the total polarization at positive and negative magnetization of the sample, 
respectively, same for asymmetry A(M+) and A(M-), and A  is an average of the 
measured asymmetries of both magnetization directions. This value of A  is used in the 
calculation of the measured spin polarization by the equation 
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With the known conventional photoemission spectrum I0(EB), which we will further 
call ‘spin-integrated spectrum’ and the known polarization curve P(EB) we get the 
spin-resolved spectra )( BEI ↑  and )( BEI ↓  from 
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As for ferromagnets the numbers of electrons with magnetic moments aligned parallel 
to the magnetization direction predominates, )( BEI ↑  is called majority-spin spectrum 
and )( BEI ↓  minority spin-spectrum. 
In practice, spin-resolved photoemission requires that the way of the 
photoelectrons from the sample to the energy analyzer is free of magnetic fields. 
Magnetic fields would lead to a precession of the electron spin around the field 
direction and cause a loss of the spin information. On the other hand, both the light 
spot focussed on the sample as well as the solid angle of the detector determine a 
macroscopic probing area of roughly 0.5 mm in diameter on the sample surface. This 
exceeds by far the size of the Weiss’s domains of an demagnetized sample. Therefore, 
the sample has to be remanently magnetized prior to photoemission in order to render 
it to a single domain state. Two sample geometries are known that can be remanently 
magnetized in the surface plane and exhibit a neglegible magnetic stray field, as there 
are a thin magnetic film on top of a non-magnetic substrate and a bulk crystal cut in 
the shape of a picture frame [76K01]. 
 
2.3.5. Experimental Setup for Spin- and Angle-Resolved 
Photoemission Spectroscopy  
 
The experiments were carried out at room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum 
(UHV) system for angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy with spin analysis 
described in detail in Ref. 84R01. It consists of a UHV chamber equipped with a 
LEED optics, a gas inlet, an Auger electron spectrometer (AES) with a cylindrical 
mirror analyzer, and a VUV discharge lamp (Fig.2.35). The unpolarized He I 
(hν = 21.2eV) resonance line was used for photoemission experiments. The base 
pressure in the vacuum chamber was 1×10-10 mbar. The spin-resolved photoemission 
spectra have been recorded in normal emission by a 180o hemi-spherical energy 
analyzer connected to a 100 kV Mott detector for spin analysis. The energy resolution 
was 100 meV and the angle resolution ±1o. The spin-resolved measurements have 
been performed in magnetic remanence after having applied a magnetic field pulse of 
about 500 Oe along the in-plane >< 011  easy magnetization axis of the thin Fe(110) 
films [86G03,86K01] and [001] easy magnetization axis of the CrO2(100) films. All 
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AES spectra in the current work were recorded in the dN/dE vs. kinetic energy E mode 
of the number N of Auger electrons with 2.5 keV primary electron energy and peak-to-
peak modulation voltage of 2 V. 
The substrate used in the experiments concerning the electronic structure of 
Fe3O4, and the α-Al2O3/Fe(110) and MgO/Fe(110) systems was a 2.5 mm thick 
tungsten single crystal platelet with a diameter of about 7 mm, oriented within 1o along 
the [110] surface normal direction. Cleaning was achieved by heating at 1800oC in an 
O2 atmosphere of 10-6 mbar and flashing up to 2300oC. 
Clean 50 Å thick Fe(110) films were prepared in situ by electron-beam 
evaporation on the W(110) substrate, while the thickness was simultaneously 
monitored by a quartz microbalance. The characterization of the growth modes of Fe 
on W(110) has already been reported previously [82G01]. The degree of crystalline 
order of the thin epitaxial Fe films used in our experiments has been checked by 
LEED. In agreement with previous studies [82G01,98K03] very sharp 1×1 LEED 
patterns have been observed (see 3.1.1). The surface cleanliness has been monitored 
by AES and valence-band photo-emission spectroscopy. Different oxygen exposures 
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Fig.2.35. Experimental UHV setup for angle- and spin-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy. 
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were accomplished by admitting high-
purity gas through a variable leak 
valve. Oxygen doses were determined 
from the ion-gauge reading without 
any additional correction for oxygen. 
In PES experiments on 
CrO2(100) films, immediately after the 
growth the CrO2(100) films were 
introduced into the UHV for the spin-
polarized photoemission analysis. The 
as-grown surface of the CrO2(100) 
films was cleaned in UHV by 
moderate Ar+ sputter cycles of 30 sec 
duration at 500 eV under grazing 
incidence. Spin-resolved PES measu-
rements were performed after different 
sputtering intervals. The maximum 
sputtering time of 750 sec was followed by annealing at 150oC for 12 hours. 
 
2.3.6. Experimental Setup for Angle Resolved Photoemission 
Spectroscopy at BESSY II 
 
The experimental station at Russian-German Beam-Line (BESSY II) consists of 
two chambers (Fig.2.36). The upper one is the preparation chamber including a LEED 
optics (AES is also possible), quartz microbalance, flanges to mount evaporators 
(CF35 and CF63), a gas inlet system, a wobble stick, an ion gun, a few windows and a 
manipulator. Thin films can be deposited in-situ from Knudsen cell-type evaporators. 
Surfaces of bulk samples can be prepared by: (a) cleaving; (b) sputtering; (c) heating 
up to 2000°C; (d) scraping. The quality of the surfaces can be checked with LEED and 
Auger spectroscopy. Samples can be mounted on a manipulator with 4(5) degrees of 
freedom. It will be possible to perform low-temperature experiments with a closed-
cycle He refrigerator. The low chamber used for measurements is equipped with an 
 
 
Fig.2.36. Experimental station for angle-
resolved photoelectron spectroscopy at 
Russian-Germany Beamline (BESSY II). 
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electron energy CLAM4 analyzer (angle resolution is ±1o and energy resolution is 
100 meV). The experimental station is mounted on a rotatable platform that allows to 
perform angle-resolved experiments in the range 0°-40° by turning the whole set up 
(excepting the sample). The substrate used in experiments was a W(110) single crystal 
oriented within 1o along the [110] surface normal direction. The cleaning procedure 
and preparation procedure of the Fe(110) thin films were made in the same manner 
described in details above (see 2.3.5). 
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3. Spin- and Angle Resolved Photoemission 
Spectroscopy Study of HMFs: Fe3O4 and CrO2 
 
The materials class of half-metallic ferromagnets (HMF) has attracted renewed 
interest recently in the search for efficient spin polarizers in magneto- and spin-
electronics [01P02]. The intriguing feature of metallic conductivity for one spin 
channel and semiconducting behavior for the other was in most cases theoretically 
predicted on the basis of electron band structure calculations. An experimental struggle 
extended over many years and is still ongoing to convincingly verify the truly intrinsic 
spin-dependent electronic structure of HMF and consequently the high spin 
polarization at the Fermi energy FE . The use of surface sensitive measurements like 
spin-polarized photoemission [96H01], tunneling into superconductors [94M01] or 
superconducting point contact spectroscopy [98S01] imposed severe constraints in 
addition to problems with sample stoichiometry and homogeneity. In many cases the 
preparation of high quality thin films was indispensable instead of bulk single crystals 
believed to be superior. Thus, from the first theoretical prediction of, e.g., half-metallic 
ferromagnetic behavior in Heusler alloys in 1983 [83G01] it took almost two decades 
to find evidence for spin polarization values at FE  which come close to the expected 
ones [00R01]. However, problems with the stoichiometry and especially surface 
composition of the films used are prevailing [00R01,99T01,00R02]. 
Besides the Heusler alloys, the majority of HMF has been identified among 
transition metal oxides on the basis of the local spin-density approximation (LSDA) to 
the density-functional theory. Predictions have been made for Fe3O4 [84Y01,91Z01], 
CrO2 [86S01,98K01], manganites [96P01,97B01], and the double perovskite 
Sr2FeMoO6 [98K02]. Only recently, values of the spin polarization of over 90% near 
FE  were found for CrO2 at 1.8 K using superconducting point contact spectroscopy 
(Andreev reflection) [98S01,01J01], although values of 95% had been obtained earlier 
at 300 K at binding energies of 2 eV below FE  using spin-polarized photoemission 
[87K01]. The most straightforward evidence of a minority spin gap and a concomitant 
95% spin polarization near FE  was obtained in La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 at 40 K by means of 
spin-polarized photoemission spectroscopy [98P01]. 
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3.1. Fe3O4(111) 
 
In this section the experimental evidence for the half-metallic ferromagnetic 
state of magnetite Fe3O4 by means of spin- and angle-resolved vacuum ultraviolet 
(VUV, hν = 21.2 eV) photoemission spectroscopy is presented. Using epitaxial 
Fe3O4(111) films we obtain a negative spin polarization of -(80±5)% at FE  at room 
temperature. This value agrees within 6% with the magnetization of a thin Fe3O4 film 
at 300 K [97G03]. More importantly, the spin-resolved photoemission spectra in 
normal emission along the [111] direction reveal spectral features which are consistent 
with density functional calculations of the spin-split electron band energies for binding 
energies between 1.5 eV and FE  [91Z01]. This result is in contrast to a previous 
interpretation of photoemission in Fe3O4 in terms of an ionic configuration based 
approach and final hole-state effects [75A01,76A01] yielding a maximum value of 
P = - 2/3 (-66.6%) at T=0 K [78A01]. The epitaxial Fe3O4(111) films used in this 
investigation have been obtained by oxidizing thin 50 Å epitaxial Fe(110) films by at 
least 900 L oxygen exposure (1 L = 10-6 mbar· s) followed by postannealing at 250oC. 
The crystalline structure of Fe3O4 was identified by low-energy electron diffraction 
(LEED). The magnetic coupling between the Fe3O4(111) and underlying Fe(110) 
layers is found to be parallel, contrary to previous reports [00K01,00K02].  
 
3.1.1. Growth and Crystallographic Structure of Fe3O4(111) 
 
The experiments were carried out at room temperature in an ultrahigh vacuum 
(UHV) system for angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy with spin analysis 
described in section 2.3.5. The substrate used in this experiment was a 2.5 mm thick 
tungsten single crystal platelet with a diameter of about 7 mm, oriented within 1o along 
the [110] surface normal direction. Cleaning was achieved by heating at 1800oC in an 
O2 atmosphere of 10-6 mbar and flashing up to 2300oC. 
Clean 50 Å thick Fe(110) films were prepared in situ by electron-beam 
evaporation on a W(110) substrate, while the thickness was simultaneously monitored 
by a quartz microbalance. The characterization of the growth modes of Fe on W(110) 
has already been reported previously [82G01]. The degree of crystalline order of the 
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thin epitaxial Fe films used in our experiments has been checked by LEED. In 
agreement with previous studies [82G01,98K03] very sharp 1×1 LEED patterns have 
been observed (Fig.3.1 (a)). The surface cleanliness has been monitored by AES and 
valence-band photoemission spectroscopy. Different oxygen exposures were 
accomplished by admitting high-purity gas through a variable leak valve. The oxygen 
doses were determined from the ion-gauge reading without any additional correction 
for oxygen. 
The LEED patterns corresponding to the different stages of oxidation of the 
Fe(110) films are displayed in Fig.3.1 (b)-(d). This Figure shows LEED images of (b) 
a c(2×2)-O reconstruction after exposing the clean Fe(110) surface to 6 L of oxygen 
and of exposures to (c) 100 L O2, and (d) 1500 L O2 on Fe(110) with postannealing at 
 
 
Fig.3.1. LEED images of (a) 50 Å Fe(110) film on W(110) substrate and of 50 Å 
Fe(110)/W(110) after oxidation by: (b) 6 L O2 exposure (resulting in Fe(110)-O-
2×2/W(110)), (c) 100 L O2 exposure followed by annealing at Tanneal.=250oC (resulting 
in FeO(111)/Fe(110)/W(110)), and (d) 1500 L O2 exposure with Tanneal.=250oC 
(resulting in Fe3O4(111)/Fe(110)/W(110)). The energy of the primary beam is 97 eV 
for (a) and (b) as well as 123 eV for (c) and 93 eV for (d) [02D01]. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
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250oC. Our results of a c(2×2) superstructure for 6 L O2 (Fig. 3.1 (b)) and a c(3×1) 
superstructure for 9 L O2 (not shown in Fig.3.1) are consistent with Ref. [98K03]. 
After a long exposure of Fe(110) to oxygen with a postannealing step of the 
system at 250oC a hexagonal LEED pattern appears as (1×1) structure for 100 L O2 
(Fig.3.1 (c)) and as (2×2) superstructure for 1500 L O2 (Fig.3.1 (d)). The appearance of 
the hexagonal symmetry in the LEED images suggests the formation of a (111)-
oriented surface of a fcc lattice. Along the [111] direction the three Fe oxides which 
are stable under normal conditions - FeO, Fe3O4 and α-Fe2O3 - have similar atomic 
structures, consisting of (hexagonal) oxygen planes separated by Fe planes. The 
conditions for the epitaxial growth of well-ordered (111)-oriented Fe oxide layers on 
Fe(110) substrates were determined in Refs. [00K01,00K02,94B01]. These oxides 
have the following bulk lattice parameters for the (111) surfaces: 2.84 Å, 2.92 Å, and 
2.51 Å for FeO, Fe3O4, and α-Fe2O3, respectively. Assuming ideal bulk-terminated 
(111) surfaces previous studies attributed hexagonal (1×1), (2×2), and  30)33( R×  
LEED patterns to the formation of FeO, Fe3O4, and α-Fe2O3, respectively [94B01]. 
Following these considerations we attribute the patterns in Fig.3.1 (c) and (d) to the 
FeO phase (100 L oxygen exposure) and to the Fe3O4 phase (1500 L oxygen 
exposure), respectively. From the LEED images in Fig.3.1 (c) and (d) the following 
lattice parameters of the (111) planes have been determined: 2.90±0.15Å for FeO and 
3.08±0.15 Å for Fe3O4. These values are somewhat larger than the ones taken from 
bulk crystallographic data. This is attributed to the present lattice mismatch between 
the epitaxial Fe(110) substrate plane and the epitaxial (111) planes of the Fe oxides 
(1.5% and 2.0% for FeO and Fe3O4, respectively). 
Two series of thin iron oxide film preparations have been analyzed in the 
present work. In the first series we used an 'every-time' freshly prepared Fe(110) film 
for each stage of oxygen exposure. In the second series we used a 'one-time' prepared 
Fe(110) film for all subsequent oxidation stages. These two series show some 
differences from a crystallographic point of view. For example, in the second series we 
observed a hexagonal (1×1) structure after 100 L oxygen exposure and postannealing 
at 250oC that corresponds to the formation of a FeO(111) surface. After additional 
exposure to 200L oxygen and postannealing at 250oC we observed a hexagonal (2×2) 
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structure, corresponding to the formation of a Fe3O4(111) surface. The same 
crystallographic structures have been observed also in the first series, but only after an 
extended time of oxygen exposure. We observed a hexagonal (1×1) structure for 100 
and 300 L oxygen exposure and a hexagonal (2×2) structure for 900 and 1500 L 
oxygen exposure. 
 
3.1.2. Spin- and Angle-Resolved Photoemission of Fe3O4(111) 
 
The spin-resolved photoemission spectra together with the total photoemission 
intensity and the spin polarization as function of binding energy for the first series of 
oxide films (“every time freshly prepared”) are presented in Fig.3.2 (a) and (b), 
respectively, for different oxygen exposures x(L). The spin-resolved spectra of the 
valence band of Fe(110) (bottom curves in Fig.3.2 (a) for x = 0 L) show the emission 
from the ↓Σ⊗↓Σ 31  states near 0.25 eV and from the ↑Σ⊗↑Σ 41  states near 0.7 eV. 
The spectra are in agreement with previous measurements [86K01,98K03]. The 
oxidation of Fe(110) is characterized by a gradual decrease in the total intensity of the 
Fe (3d) states. The two different oxidation stages of the Fe(110) films shown in Fig. 
3.2 (a) for x=100 L and 900 L are more clearly discernable in the binding energy 
dependence of the spin polarization in Fig. 3.2 (b). Initially, the oxygen exposure 
effectively reduces the spin polarization at FE  from )%580( ±−  for x=0 L to 
)%550( ±−  for x=100 L. This is a surprising result because of the antiferromagnetic 
state of FeO. In a recent paper Koike and Furukawa [96K02] reported ferromagnetic 
behavior for FeO(111) layers on Fe(110) with antiparallel coupling between the FeO 
and Fe layers. They found by means of spin-polarized secondary electron spectroscopy 
a negative spin polarization of -10% of FeO for secondary electrons with zero kinetic 
energy. The LEED pattern of FeO(111)/Fe(110) in Ref. [96K02], however, does not 
agree with our pattern in Fig.3.1 (c) and also with the pattern reported by Kim et al. 
[00K01,00K02]. The pattern in Fig.1(b) of Ref. [96K02] is actually very similar to the 
one of Fe3O4(111) in our Fig.3.1 (d). Hence we conclude that we are measuring an 
attenuated spin polarization contribution of the underlying Fe(110) layer. 
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The attenuation of the spin polarization from the Fe(110) substrate layer by the 
FeO overlayer was estimated by considering the scattering cross section dσ  of 
electrons into the four unoccupied d-orbitals of Fe2+ (3d6) in FeO. We have used the 
simple rule developed by Siegmann [94S01] (see Section 2.3.1), 0σσσ −=d , where σ 
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Fig.3.2. Oxidation of an 'every-time' freshly prepared (a-b) and 'one-time' prepared 
(c-d) 50 Å thick Fe(110) film at different doses (x(L)) of oxygen after annealing at 
250oC. (a,c) Spin-polarized photoemission spectra (spin down: down triangle, spin 
up: up triangle) and photoemission intensity (circle) as well as (b,d) spin 
polarization as function of binding energy. The thin solid lines through the data 
points have been obtained by a 3-point averaging FFT (Fast Fourier 
Transformation) smoothening procedure [02D01]. 
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is the total scattering cross section and σ0 a constant part. The values were taken from 
the data compiled in Ref. [94S01] for material with four holes in the valence band 
(Fe2+O2- has 3d6 electrons in the valence band, e.g. four holes). From the exponential 
attenuation )exp(0 tPP d ⋅−⋅= σ  we obtain a thickness of the all-Fe overlayer, 7≅t Å. 
Considering the oxygen ions intervening the (111) planes of Fe2+ ions, the thickness of 
the FeO overlayer, 8
3
2
' ≅=
t
t  Å agrees roughly with thickness of FeO which was 
obtained in the previous experiments [00K01,00K02,88M02]. 
Most surprisingly, an appreciable spin polarization at FE  reappears in Fig.3.2 
(b) for 900 L and above, i.e. for the Fe3O4(111)/Fe(110) system. These films show a 
negative spin polarization at FE  of about )%580( ±−  with a parallel magnetic coupling 
between Fe3O4(111) and the underlying Fe(110). However, this polarization value 
cannot be related anymore to a contribution from Fe(110). In the work of Kim et al. 
[00K01,00K02] on Fe oxide layers formed on top of thick Fe(110) films, the authors 
estimated an oxide thickness of 41 and 68 Å for, respectively, 900 and 1500 L oxygen 
exposures followed by annealing at 250oC. Hence, we attribute the high negative spin 
polarization for 900 L (Fig.3.2 (b)) and 1500 L (not shown in Fig.3.2 (b)) oxygen 
exposure to an intrinsic property of Fe3O4. A similar behavior is found for the second 
series of films by the successive oxidation of a 'one-time' prepared 50 Å thick Fe(110) 
film. In Fig.3.2 (d) the cumulative result after different oxidation stages is shown for 
300 L oxygen exposure followed by postannealing at 250oC, yielding a negative spin 
polarization of )%580( ±− . For 50 L and 100 L oxygen exposure in this second series 
the spin polarization was in the range to )%540( ±−  (not shown in Fig.3.2 (d)). 
In order to get a rough estimate of the maximal achievable spin polarization at 
300 K the spin polarization value of )%580( ±−  of our epitaxial Fe3O4 films in Fig.3.2 
(b) and (d) is compared in first approximation with the temperature dependence of the 
magnetization )(TM  of an epitaxial film of Fe3O4 obtained by pulsed-laser deposition 
on MgO [97G03]. When extrapolating )(TM  to T=0K and normalizing it to 
%100−=P  we find by scaling )(~)( TPTM  that the experimental value of )300( KP  is 
by 6% lower than )300( KM . Such a reduction of the spin polarization near surfaces 
can be expected due to the excitation of spin waves [79A01,88M03]. 
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In Ref. 00K01 and 00K02 the rather high photoemission intensity observed near 
FE , even at the highest oxygen exposure of 1500 L, was not attributed to the Fe metal 
underneath, because of the absence of the Fe 3p core level spectra. Therefore, as 
proposed by the authors, it may indicate the formation of an oxygen deficiency near 
the Fe3O4 surface. This may also be responsible for the small (and reversed) positive 
spin polarization of +16% [00K01,00K02]. As stated in these papers it was not 
 
 
Fig.3.3. Lower panel: Spin-resolved photoemission spectra of Fe3O4(111) for 
hν = 21.2 eV in normal emission from Fig.3.2 (x(L)=900).The lines through the 
data points have been obtained by a 3-point averaging FFT (Fast Fourier 
Transformation) smoothening procedure. Upper panel: Spin-split bands of Fe3O4 
along the Γ-L direction from Ref. [91Z01]. The free electron like final state has 
been shifted down by 21.2 eV to yield crossing points indicating the initial states 
in photoemission [02D01]. 
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possible to obtain a reduced emission intensity at FE  upon exposing the sample to 
additional oxygen at various temperatures and in a wide oxygen pressure range. 
In previous spin-resolved threshold photoemission measurements, i.e. without 
any energy analysis [75A01], a spin polarization of -60% was found for Fe3O4 single 
crystals. However, the spin polarization value by itself is no proof of a half-metallic 
state as is evident by the above example of Fe(110). Therefore, we have compared 
features in the spin-resolved photoemission spectra with spin-polarized electron band 
structure calculations as discussed below. 
We conclude that in the photoemission spectra in Fig.3.2 (a) and c) for x=900 L 
and x=300 L, respectively, only features of Fe3O4 are present with a negligible 
contribution from the Fe(110) substrate. This is further corroborated by a comparison 
with the spin-split electron band structure of Fe3O4 based on the LSDA to the 
"constrained" density-functional method [91Z01]. As demonstrated in Fig.3.2 (a) we 
observed for all oxygen-exposed layers a reduced photoemission intensity near FE . 
For the Fe3O4(111)/Fe(110) system (x=900 L) the reduction in photoemission intensity 
near FE  compared to x=0 L is for spin-up electrons more than 20 times and for spin-
down electrons more than 8 times. This can be interpreted as a band gap formation for 
spin-up electrons near FE  for both preparation series of Fe3O4(111)/Fe(110) (Fig.3.2 
(a,c)). Such a spin-up gap is also consistent with the band structure calculation 
[91Z01], which shows a 0.45 eV gap for the spin-up electrons below FE .  
The detailed features in the spin-resolved photoemission spectra of Fe3O4(111) 
indicated by arrows in Fig.3.2 (a) are compared in Fig.3.3 (lower panel) to the band 
dispersion in Γ-L direction (Fig.3.3, upper panel) as calculated in Ref. [91Z01]. For the 
final state in the photoemission using hν = 21.2 eV we assumed a free electron like 
dispersion with a spin-averaged inner potential of 3.5 eV (see Sections 2.2.2.2 
(Fig.2.14) and 2.3.2 (Formula 2.15) [91Z01] (average in min(
2
↓↑ + VV ) of d-bands). 
The down shift of the final state dispersion by 21.2 eV leads to crossing points with 
the spin-split conduction bands (Fig.3.3, upper panel), which can be related to features 
in the spin-resolved photoemission spectra (lower panel). The crossing points in the 
spin-down bands near 0.2 eV and 0.5 eV correspond to the shoulder near 0.25 eV and 
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the broad maximum near 0.6 eV, respectively, in the spin-down spectrum. In the spin-
up bands the crossing points near 0.6 eV, 1.0 eV and 1.25 eV are related to the 
shoulder near 0.5 eV, the broad maximum near 0.9 eV and the slight shoulder near 
1.25 eV in the spin-up spectrum, respectively. The credibility of these assignments is 
further supported by the tight-binding fit to the LMTO minority bands shown in Ref. 
[91Z01]. The band dispersion is not drastically changed upon going from the Γ point 
halfway to the L point. The two crossing points in the spin-down bands in the upper 
panel of Fig.3.3 are shifted by 0.1 to 0.2 eV to higher binding energies. The agreement 
with features in the spin-down spectra is slightly better.  
For the successively oxidized Fe(110) film in Fig.3.2 (c) with x=300 L the 
above discussed shoulder in the spin-down spectrum near 0.25 eV is more clearly 
pronounced at the expense of a broad minimum around 0.75 eV. The origin of the 
latter is presently not yet understood. On the other hand, the shoulder in the spin-up 
intensity near 0.5 eV in Fig.3.2 (a) is more pronounced in Fig.3.2 (c), together with a 
broad maximum around 0.75 eV. In any case, the spin gap formation in the spin-up 
spectrum is also clearly seen in Fig.3.2 (c). 
The spin-resolved photoemission spectra of Fe3O4(111) for binding energies 
1.5 eV≥ bE ≥ FE  support the band-type description of the electronic structure of Fe3O4. 
Within this energy interval the photoemission spectra were previously attributed to the 
ionic configuration based transition −+→ edAdT )3()3( 516525  of Fe2+, where −e  denotes 
a photoelectron. The maximum obtainable spin polarization at T=0 K of 3/2−=P  or -
66.6% derived in this model [78A01], however, cannot account for our experimental 
finding of )%580( ±−=P  at room temperature. Hence, we conclude that, despite the 
importance of electron correlation effects in transition metal oxides, a band-type 
description of the electronic structure of Fe3O4 seems to be appropriate. Similar band 
dispersions have been theoretically found for 1.0 eV≥ bE ≥ FE  for CrO2 in a LSDA+U 
approach [98K01]. 
In conclusion, our investigation of thin epitaxial Fe3O4(111) films at 300 K has 
shown a reasonable agreement between spectral features in the spin-resolved 
photoemission spectra and spin-split energy states of dispersing bands calculated in 
LSDA to the "constrained" density-functional method. The spin polarization of 
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)%580( ±−=P  at FE  is consistent with the magnetization of a thin epitaxial film, 
except for a small reduction, which can be attributed to the excitation of spin waves 
near the surface. Thus the experimentally determined spin polarization appears to be 
almost intrinsic, i.e. independent of artefacts at the surface, such as deviations from 
stoichiometry, reconstructions or contaminations. The magnitude of the spin 
polarization at room temperature, )%580( ±−=P , rules out the ionic configuration 
based approach setting an upper limit of %6.66−=P  at T=0 K. The agreement of the 
photoemission spectroscopy in [111] direction with density functional calculations, 
predicting an overall energy gap in the spin-up electron bands in high symmetry 
directions, provides evidence for the half-metallic ferromagnetic state of Fe3O4. 
 
3.1.3. Angle-Resolved Photoemission of Fe3O4(111) at BESSY II 
 
In this section the surface electronic band structure of in situ prepared epitaxial 
Fe3O4(111) thin films was studied by means of angle-resolved photoelectron 
spectroscopy (ARPES). The dispersions of the O (2p) and Fe (3d) electronic states 
were measured along the Μ−Γ direction of the  Fe3O4(111) surface Brillouin zone 
(SBZ). The experimentally observed band dispersions are interpreted in a model which 
considers magnetite Fe3O4(111) thin films as a quasi two-dimensional-like system, in 
which Fe2+ and Fe3+ cations are incorporated into the tetrahedral and octahedral 
interstitial sites of a close-packed fcc oxygen sublattice [95R01]. On the basis of this 
new point of view the dispersion of the O (2p)-derived states is interpreted for the SBZ 
of the oxygen sublattice. Apart from this, the Fe (3d)-derived states have a small, 
periodic dispersion near the Fermi energy (EF) across the SBZ given by the Fetet 
cations. The latter form the (2×2) superstructure on the surface of the Fe3O4(111) thin 
film. The surface crystallographic structure of the (111) plane can thus be represented 
as two sublattices which have different symmetries: the iron and oxygen ones. In this 
case for Fe3O4(111) one can expect that the electron interaction within the structural 
units (oxygen or iron sublattice) may be considerably larger than that between the 
units. Apart from magnetite being a complex three-dimensional crystal, the Fe3O4(111) 
surface can be described as a quasi-two-dimensional system. It makes this surface, 
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together with the experimentally observed high spin polarization [02D01], a good 
candidate for magnetic ultra-thin layered structures. 
The experiments were carried out in the Russian-German Laboratory at the 
BESSY II storage ring. The dipole beamline DIP-16-1A provides a tuneable source of 
photons over a 30-1500 eV energy range. The ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system for 
ARPES at room temperature consists of a UHV chamber equipped with low energy 
electron diffraction (LEED) optics, a gas inlet, e-beam evaporation cells, and a 127o 
CLAM4 analyzer for ARPES measurements. The total energy resolution was set to 
100 meV and the angle resolution was 1o. The base pressure in the vacuum chamber 
was 1×10-10 mbar. Clean 100 Å-thick Fe(110) films were prepared in situ by electron-
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Fig.3.4. ARPES spectra of a Fe3O4(111) thin film surface at 300 K recorded at 
hν = 58 eV for emission polar angles of 0-25o along the Μ−Γ  direction of the 
Fe3O4(111) surface Brillouin zone. Dashed lines 1-5 mark the major O (2p) electronic 
states dispersions. The upper panel shows a LEED image (E = 121 eV) of the prepared 
Fe3O4(111) surface and the schematic representation of the oxygen-derived (dashed 
lines) and the Fe-derived surface Brillouin zones (solid lines). 
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beam deposition on a W(110) substrate, while the thickness was simultaneously 
monitored by a quartz microbalance. The Fe(110) thin films were successfully 
oxidized to Fe3O4(111) films by exposure to high-purity oxygen gas and subsequent 
annealing at 300oC. The degree of crystalline order of the epitaxial Fe3O4(111) films 
obtained in our experiments has been checked by LEED. In agreement with previous 
studies [94B01,00K01,00K02,02D01] sharp (2×2)-reconstructed hexagonal LEED 
patterns have been observed (upper panel in Fig.3.4). The surface cleanliness has been 
monitored by valence-band and core-level PES. 
The bottom panel of Fig.3.4 shows representative valence band spectra of an 
epitaxial Fe3O4(111) thin film as a function of the emission polar angle θ (0-25o) along 
the Μ−Γ  direction of the SBZ. All spectra are normalized to the maximum intensity 
for each spectrum. A photon energy of hν = 58 eV, which corresponds to the Fe 
(3p)→(3d) resonance [98C01,01D02,03D01], was used in all photoemission 
experiments yielding an increased photoemission intensity from Fe (3d) states near EF 
(Fig.3.5). As reported before, no significant difference in the band structure derived 
from experiment was found for the photon energy in the off- and on-resonance 
measurement regimes [99M03, 01M02]. The ARPES spectra in Fig.3.4 show the Fe 
(3d)-derived emission extended over 2 eV below EF and O (2p)-derived emission 
between 2.5 and 8 eV of binding energy. The major dispersions of the O (2p) states in 
the Fe3O4(111) valence band are marked by dashed lines (1-5). 
The borders of the SBZ´s were calculated separately for the oxygen sublattice 
and the iron sublattice SBZ´s (upper panel in Fig.3.4). Following the Fe3O4(111) 
surface structure the oxygen sublattice SBZ was considered with the O
2
10
Μ
 point at 
=⋅⋅= 382
43|| OFeak pi 1.22 Å-1 [96H01] (see Appendix) giving the emission angle 
values of θ = 19.04o and θ = 22.32o for photoelectrons with the binding energies equal 
to EF and 14 eV, respectively (see Section 2.3.1, formula 2.13) (multiplication by 2 
takes into account the fact that oxygen sublattice is two times smaller than iron 
sublattice in the real space). The line between these two points represents the 
photoemission SBZ border of the oxygen sublattice in the present experiment (line B 
in Fig.3.6). The iron sublattice was considered in a similar way with the Fe
2
10
Μ  point at 
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=⋅= 38
43|| OFeak pi 0.61 Å-1 [96H01] (see Appendix) giving the corresponding 
angle values of θ = 9.39o and θ = 10.95o. The line between these two points represents 
the SBZ border of the iron sublattice (line A in Fig.3.6). 
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Fig.3.5. Resonant PES of Fe3O4(111): (a) PES spectra for different photon energies  
and (b) intensities of the main features of the resonance spectra as a function of the 
photon energy (b) for the Fe3O4(111)/Fe(110)/W(110) system near the Fe (3p)-(3d) 
resonance [01D02,03D01]. 
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The obtained spectra for different emission angles (Fig.3.4) were used to plot 
colored intensity maps of the Fe3O4(111) thin film valence band as shown in Fig.3.6: 
(a) over a range of 14 eV below EF and (b) over a range of 1.5 eV below EF. 
The O (2p) electronic states show a pronounced almost monotonic dispersion 
from about 8 eV down to 2.5 eV of binding energy within polar angle changes from 0 
to about 20o ( O
2
10
Μ ) (lines 1-5 in Fig.3.6(a)). At the same time the Fe (3d) electronic 
states show an obviously non-monotonic dispersion with a period of 19o starting at the 
00Γ  point and ranging up to the O
2
10
Μ
 point (marked also as Fe01Γ ) (see Fig.3.6(b)). This 
evidences that the dispersion of the Fe (3d)-derived states follows the symmetry of the  
iron sublattice. However, the dispersion symmetry of the O (2p) electronic states can 
 
Fig.3.6. Contour plots of the ARPES intensity of a Fe3O4(111) film at 300 K along 
the Μ−Γ  direction: (a) – for the emission between EF and 14 eV binding energy 
and (b) – expanded over 1.5 eV below the Fermi level. 
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not be described in terms of the Fe3O4(111) SBZ as a whole as it follows the symmetry 
of the oxygen sublattice. This means that the full description of the surface electronic 
band structure of the Fe3O4(111) film is only possible when two different 
representations of the surface Brillouin zones are considered. The first one is the 
oxygen derived SBZ O
2
1000
Μ−Γ  corresponding to the emission angles 0-20o (line B in 
Fig.3.6(a,b)) and the second one is the iron-derived SBZ Fe
2
1000
Μ−Γ
 corresponding to 
the emission angles 0-9o (line A in Fig.3.6(a,b)). Different representations of the 
surface Brillouin zones have recently been used for the description of electronic states 
in a quasi-two-dimensional La-graphite intercalation compound [03M01]. The weak 
dispersion of the O (2p) and Fe (3d) states in the valence-band structure of Fe3O4(111) 
observed along the L−Γ  direction [98C01,03D01] indicates an almost two-
dimensional-like character of the crystalline arrangement and electronic structure of 
the Fe3O4(111) surface as well. 
The possibility to describe the Fe3O4(111) surface electronic band structure as 
composed of two overlapping contributions following the symmetries of the SBZs (the 
oxygen sublattice SBZ and the iron SBZ) is supported by the Fe3O4(111) 
crystallographic structure which can be represented as a multilayered system 
consisting of hexagonal close-packed oxygen (111) layers with a cubic ABCABC... 
stacking sequence along the [111] direction (Fig.3.7(a)) with the A-A periodicity of 
7.30 Å and a separation of 2.43 Å between the close-packed oxygen layers. In between 
the oxygen (111) planes tetrahedrally and octahedrally coordinated Fe cations are 
located. The regular Fe3O4(111) surface forms an unreconstructed bulk termination 
that exposes ¼ ML of Fetet atoms above the close-packed oxygen layer (Fig.3.7(b)). 
The Fe3O4(111) surface can be described as a quasi-two-dimensional intercalate-like 
structure where Fe2+ and Fe3+ cations are incorporated into the tetrahedral and 
octahedral interstitial sites of the close-packed fcc oxygen sublattice [95R01].  
A similar situation was already observed for the classical alkali-metal graphite 
intercalation compounds (AM-GIC) [80E01,83F01]. In such intercalation systems 
guest alkali-metal atoms are periodically placed between the carbon planes and the 
electronic structure of the whole system can primarily be described on the basis of the 
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charge transfer from the metal s-orbitals to graphite pi*-orbitals. In this model the 
interaction between the carbon and alkali-metal layers has mainly ionic character with 
only negligible contribution from the covalent bonds. The PES spectra of graphite-
derived bands in AM-GIC reflect the interaction of involved electronic states with the 
crystal potential. If the crystal consists of structural units with different symmetries 
and the electron interaction is stronger within the unit than between the units, electron 
emission is governed by the symmetry of the corresponding unit and not by that of the 
entire crystal. In the Fe3O4(111) film the Fe-O bonds have mostly ionic character and 
the O(2p)-O(2p) overlap is stronger than that of O(2p)-Fe(3d). In this case the oxygen 
sublattice states are weakly perturbed by the crystal potential of the Fe anion 
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Fig.3.7. Cross section (a) and (b) top view of the Fe3O4(111) surface 
crystallographic structure. In (a) the (111) layer sequence of tetrahedrally and 
octahedrally coordinated Fe cations in between the close-packed ABC-stacked 
oxygen layers is shown. In (b) the top view of the Fe3O4(111) surface unit cell 
with a lattice constant of 5.96 Å (yellow hexagon) and of the oxygen-sublattice 
surface unit cell with a lattice constant of 2.98 Å (black hexagon) are presented.  
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sublattice. As a result the oxygen-originated folded 2p-bands are not visible in the 
ARPES spectra and only oxygen sublattice derived 2p-bands can be observed. 
In conclusion, the first time angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy study of 
the surface electronic band structure of thin epitaxial Fe3O4(111) films at 293 K along 
the Μ−Γ  direction of the Fe3O4(111) SBZ was presented. Oxygen 2p-derived states 
show a large dispersion between 8 and 2.5 eV binding energy, whereas the iron 3d-
derived states show only a small, but periodic dispersion near EF. For the interpretation 
of the surface electronic band structure the epitaxial Fe3O4(111) films are considered 
as a quasi-two-dimensional periodic multilayered structure of iron and oxygen, where 
Fe2+ and Fe3+ cations are incorporated into the close-packed fcc oxygen sublattice 
layers. The surface electronic band structure of the Fe3O4(111) film is described as 
composed of two overlapping contributions following the different symmetries of the 
SBZs of the oxygen and the iron sublattices. 
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3.2. CrO2(100) 
 
The theoretically predicted 100% spin polarization at the Fermi level EF of 
CrO2 [86S01,97L02,98K01] makes it a promising material for magnetoelectronic 
devices. In this section a study of structural properties and of the spin-dependent 
electronic structure of epitaxial CrO2(100) island films prepared on isostructural 
TiO2(100) substrates by a chemical vapour deposition (CVD) technique [79I01] is 
presented. The CrO2(100) surface shows in scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) 
atomically flat terraces with a preferential growth direction along the in-plane [001] 
axis. A sharp CrO2(100)/TiO2(100) interface without intermixing and a good 
crystalline quality of the CrO2(100) thin film were found by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). The spin-dependent electronic structure of the CrO2(100) films 
has been investigated at 293 K by means of spin- and angle-resolved photoemission 
spectroscopy (PES). Below the Fermi level EF an energy gap of about 2 eV was 
observed for spin-down electrons and thus a spin polarization of up to +95% at EF was 
found at 293 K. Both the magnitude of the spin-down gap and the value of the spin 
polarization are in good agreement with theoretical band structure calculations, which 
predict only majority spin electrons at EF [86S01,98K01]. Sputtering of the as-
prepared surface up to 210 sec increases the spin polarization from +80% to +95%. 
Continued sputtering up to 750 sec leads to a clearly reduced spin polarization of about 
+10%, which can be increased again up to +85% by annealing for 12 hours at 150oC in 
UHV. 
 
3.2.1. Growth and Characterization of CrO2(100) Films 
 
The CrO2(100) films were prepared by a CVD technique proposed by Ishibashi 
[79I01]. As substrates isostructural TiO2(100) (rutile; a=4.592 Å; c=2.959 Å; space 
group: P42/mnm) has been used. During deposition the substrate is oriented at an angle 
of 30o with respect to the horizontal axis of the tube furnace. The reaction vessel used 
consists of a quartz glass tube with a length of 1 m and an inner diameter of 30 mm. 
The temperature was controlled by a NiCr/Ni-thermocouple. CrO3 (used as a 
precursor) is decomposed at a temperature of 260oC within the two-zone tube furnace. 
A well controlled oxygen flow (0.5 l/min) transports the decomposed precursor 
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material (CrO3) and its related oxide phases (Cr2O5, Cr3O8) into the deposition zone 
where the substrate is placed. The substrate temperature is adjusted to 390oC enabling 
the epitaxial growth of CrO2. The growth of a 100-nm thick CrO2 film applying this 
CVD process takes several hours [01R02,02R01]. Immediately after the growth the 
CrO2(100) films were introduced into the ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber for the 
spin-polarized photoemission analysis. The as-grown surface of the CrO2(100) films 
was cleaned in UHV by moderate Ar+ sputter cycles of 30 sec duration at 500 eV 
under grazing incidence. Spin-resolved PES measurements were performed after 
different sputtering intervals. The maximum sputtering time of 750 sec was followed 
by annealing at 150oC for 12 hours. 
The TEM characterization of the CrO2(100) films was performed in a Philips 
CM20 Twin transmission electron microscope (200 kV, point resolution 0.27 nm). The 
STM measurements were carried out at room temperature in an Omicron Surface 
Science UHV System with a base pressure of 8×10-11 mbar equipped with an Omicron 
UHV AFM/STM system. Electrochemically etched polycrystalline tungsten tips 
cleaned in UHV by Ar+ sputtering were used for the STM experiments. The STM 
images were taken in the constant-current mode. 
 
 
Fig.3.8. TEM (cross section) image of an CrO2(100) film on a TiO2(100) substrate. The 
white arrow indicates the sharp interface between the CrO2 film and the TiO2 substrate. 
Inset: electron diffraction pattern of a CrO2(100) film on a TiO2(100) substrate with the 
incident e-beam parallel to the in-plane [001] direction of CrO2(100) [02D02]. 
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The photoemission experiments were carried out at 293 K in a UHV system for 
angle-resolved PES with spin analysis described in detail in section 2.3.5. The 
unpolarized He I (hν = 21.2 eV) resonance line was used for the photoemission 
experiments. The spin-resolved PES measurements have been performed in magnetic 
remanence after having applied a magnetic field pulse of about 500 Oe along the in-
plane [001] easy magnetic axis of the CrO2(100) films. As a reference for determining 
the spin polarization, Fe(110) films grown on W(110) single crystals have been used. 
A spin polarization value of -80% was observed recently for this system (see Part 3.1) 
which is in agreement with previous spin polarization values for Fe(110) films 
[86K01]. In the present spin-resolved PES measurements of CrO2(100) films the 
signals for both (spin-up and spin-down) channels were collected over 200 individual 
scans. At every fixed kinetic energy value the yield of photoelectrons was measured 
for 1 sec. 
Fig.3.8 shows a cross sectional TEM image of a 100 nm thick CrO2(100) film 
on a TiO2(100) substrate. The interface between the CrO2(100) film and the TiO2(100) 
substrate (marked by a white arrow in Fig. 3.8) is well defined without any indication 
of the formation of a Cr2O3 interlayer as observed for sapphire substrates [01R01]. The 
electron diffraction pattern of a CrO2(100) film with an incoming electron beam 
(a)     (b)   
 
Fig.3.9. (a) LEED pattern of prepared CrO2 film (electron beam energy E=112 eV). 
(b) Scanning tunneling microscopy image (150×150 nm2) of an epitaxial CrO2(100) 
film after sputtering and a subsequent annealing procedure in UHV. The image was 
acquired with a tunneling current (IT) of 0.12 nA and a tunneling voltage (UT) of +1 V. 
Inset shows a profile A corresponding to a STM line scan over the CrO2(100) surface. 
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parallel to the in-plane [001] direction of CrO2 shows a four-fold symmetry (see inset 
of Fig.3.8) indicating the formation of an fully epitaxial CrO2(100) film. 
Directly after the introduction into UHV the surface quality of the CrO2 films 
was probed by LEED and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM). Fig.3.9(a) shows a 
typical LEED pattern obtained on the CrO2(100) surface. A clear two-fold symmetry 
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Fig.3.10. Longitudinal MOKE hysteresis loops of CrO2(100) films with the applied 
magnetic field along the easy (c) and hard (a) magnetic axes. 
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Fig.3.11. The temperature dependence of the magnetization of a CrO2(100) film 
determined by SQUID magnetometry. The inset shows SQUID hysteresis loops along 
the easy magnetic axis at 20 and 300 K. 
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observed in the LEED patterns can be attributed to the unreconstructed (1×1) surface 
structure of CrO2(100). The lattice parameters of the (100) plane calculated from the 
LEED images have been determined to be 2.70±0.20Å for the [001] direction and 
4.30±0.20Å  for the [010] direction. These values are in a good agreement to those 
taken from crystallographic bulk data. The STM measurements were performed at 
room temperature using the Omicron STM/AFM system. Fig.3.9(b) shows a STM 
image of the CrO2(100) surface. Atomically flat terraces of CrO2 are clearly visible on 
this image. The step height of each individual step was determined to be about 4.4 Å 
(inset in Fig.3.9(b)). This value is in a good agreement with the CrO2(100) lattice 
constant as well as with that measured in an earlier experiment [01A02]. Small 
roundly shaped islands observed on the surface are attributed to contaminations due to 
the ex situ film preparation and transfer. 
Magnetic properties of CVD grown CrO2 films were characterized by means of 
ex situ magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) and with SQUID magnetometer. Fig.3.10 
shows longitudinal MOKE hysteresis loops of a CrO2 film with the applied magnetic 
field along the in-plane easy (c-axis) and hard (a-axis) magnetic axes. The coercive 
field along the easy magnetic axis which can be extracted from the plot is around 160 
Oe. The temperature dependence of the magnetization for the CrO2(100) film has been 
examined by a SQUID magnetometer. Fig.3.11 demonstrates a M(T)-curve in a 
temperature range of 20-350 K. A former study has shown that the Curie temperature 
of Tc of CrO2 films is approximately 385 K [02K01]. The inset shows a SQUID 
hysteresis loops with the applied magnetic field along the easy magnetic axis of a 
CrO2(100) film at 20 and 300 K. 
 
3.2.2. Spin- and Angle-Resolved Photoemission of CrO2(100) 
 
Fig.3.12 shows a series of PES spectra of a CrO2(100) film as a function of the 
binding energy and the resulting spin polarization near EF for a variety of sputtering 
times and annealing temperatures. The experiments were performed in normal 
emission geometry yielding binding energies at a particular k -point. However, due to 
structural imperfections at the surface and due to the sputtering process some energy 
broadening of the spectra occurs. The position and intensity of the Cr (3d) band near 
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2 eV binding energy in the PES spectra (Fig.3.12) changes considerably with 
increasing sputtering time from approximately 2.3 eV below EF for an as-grown 
CrO2(100) film to 2 eV below EF after 750 sec of sputtering. At the same time an 
increase of the intensity of the shifted Cr (3d) band has been observed. This effect can 
be due to an increasing structural disorder of the CrO2(100) surface and/or a reduction 
of the Cr (3d)-O (2p) hybridization due to the sputtering process. Annealing of the 
sputtered CrO2(100) film at 150oC for 12 hours in UHV (see spectrum B in Fig.3.12) 
leads to a restoring of the peak at 2.3 eV below EF and its former intensity after only 
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Fig.3.12. PES spectra recorded for binding energies up to 5 eV below the Fermi level 
EF (lower panel) and the spin polarization (upper panel) at EF (solid circle) and at 1 eV 
binding energy (solid square) of a CrO2(100) film vs sputtering time. Points (A) and 
(B): after annealing of the sputtered (sputtering time: 750 sec) CrO2(100) film at 100oC 
and 150oC for 12 hours each, respectively [02D02]. 
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210 sec of sputtering. We conclude that the annealing leads to the almost complete 
recovery of the crystalline properties of the CrO2(100) surface layer structure. An 
ultrathin Cr2O3 layer at the surface cannot be excluded [02D02]. 
Directly after the introduction of the sample into the UHV a spin polarization of 
P = (80±10)% at EF has been found (see inset of Fig.3.12.). After seven sputtering 
cycles (total sputtering time 210 sec) the spin polarization increases up to (95±10)%. 
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Fig.3.13. Spin polarization as a function of binding energy (right-hand sides) of (a) an 
CrO2(100) film after Ar+ sputtering for 210 sec at 500 eV and (b) after 750 sec 
sputtering and an additional annealing treatment at 150oC for 12 hours (corresponds 
to point (B) in Fig. 3.12) together with the corresponding spin-polarized 
photoemission spectra (spin down: triangle down, spin up: triangle up) and total 
photoemission intensity (solid circle) near EF (left-hand sides [02D02]). 
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This effect can be explained by an improvement of the surface quality by removing 
contaminations which has been also observed by a STM surface analysis. After 
additional sputtering the spin polarization of the sample decreases continuously and 
approaches less than 10% after 750 sec. This effect can be attributed to the increasing 
destruction of the surface structural order with increasing sputtering time, i.e. the 
sputtering process eventually produces a disordered non-magnetic layer of CrO2 
[79H02] near the surface. A following annealing process of the sputtered CrO2(100) 
film at 150oC for 12 hours in UHV leads to an almost complete restoring of the high 
spin polarization up to (85±10)% (see point (B) in the upper panel of Fig.3.12). 
Annealing seems to “heal” the surface layers from defects produced by the sputtering 
process. 
Fig.3.13 presents the spin-resolved PES spectra together with the total 
photoemission intensity and the spin polarization as function of the binding energy of 
a CrO2(100) film. Fig.3.13 (a) shows the results after 210 sec of sputtering time and 
Fig.3.13 (b) after 750 sec of sputtering time followed by subsequent annealing for 12 
hours at 150oC. Fig.3.14 shows a zoom of the photoelectron spectrum of CrO2 in the 
energy range near EF in comparison with one for Cu(100) single crystal (s-metal). In is 
clearly seen that the photoelectron intensity at EF for CrO2(100) sample is 
approximately 20 times smaller than photoelectron intensity for copper crystal. 
Increasing of the measuring time allows us to carry out the spin polarization analysis 
with a reasonable error. The spin-resolved PES spectra of the valence band of 
CrO2(100) for binding energies 3 eV>Eb≥EF clearly show a dominant emission from 
the spin-up states and for Eb>3 eV the emission from the O (2p) states.  
The spin-resolved spectra show a clear half-metallic feature for the [100] 
direction, i.e. a metal-type finite photoemission intensity near EF for the majority spins 
and the disappearance of spectral weight for the minority spins between 1.5 eV and EF 
(Fig.3.13 (a)) or between 2.3 eV and EF (Fig.3.13 (b)). These spin-down gap values are 
in agreement with the calculated onset of the spin-down Cr (3d) density of states near 
1.7 eV in Ref. [86S01] and near 1.5 eV in Ref. [98K01]. A maximum positive spin 
polarization of (95±10)% was observed for the CrO2(100) film at 293 K after 
sputtering for 210 sec (Fig.3.13 (a)). Thus the measured maximum spin polarization at 
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293 K is close to the theoretically predicted P=100% [86S01,98K01], despite the Curie 
temperature of TC = 395 K. The spin polarization determined at the particular k -point 
must not necessarily follow the temperature dependence of the volume magnetization. 
In previous spin-resolved PES measurements on CrO2 an extremely low 
photoemission intensity at EF was observed and a high spin polarization of 
approximately 95% could be measured only for binding energies of about 2 eV below 
EF [87K01]. The decreased intensity near EF in the previous measurement [87K01] 
was likely due to an oxygen deficiency at the surface. In contrast, in the present 
measurements a weak but finite intensity was observed at EF which allowed the 
determination of the spin polarization at EF. The observation of a weak but finite 
intensity at EF is in agreement with a recent photoemission and inverse photoemission 
experiment on a compacted CrO2 powder sample [97T01]. The position of the Cr (3d) 
band had been determined in the previous measurement [87K01] to about 2.5 eV 
below EF. The position of the localized d-band in the present study was found to be at 
2.3 eV below EF. In the compacted powder sample the position of the Cr (3d) band had 
been found to be around 1.3 eV below EF [97T01], which is very different from our 
present and from the previous measurement [87K01]. While the Cr (3d) photoemission 
at 1.3 eV [97T01] is close to the calculated feature in the LSDA+U calculation 
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Fig.3.14. Zoom of the photoelectron spectrum of CrO2 in the energy range near EF in 
comparison with one for copper single crystal (s-metal). 
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(U=3 eV) [98K01], the Cr (3d) emission near 2.3 eV found in the present work would 
require a much larger value of U. On the other hand, the recent theoretical description 
of the experimental magneto-optical Kerr spectra of CrO2 is best by not invoking an 
additional on-site Coulomb U correlation [02K01]. Recent LSDA+DMFT calculations 
[03C01] find another position of Cr 3d peak in the PES spectra around 1.9 eV which is 
in good agreement with our experimental SPARPES spectra where the position of the 
Cr 3d peak is found to be near 2.3 eV. These calculations also predict a so-called 
orbital Kondo resonance peak in the vicinity of EF. The absence of such peak in our 
case is most likely due to the room temperature measurements and additional 
experiments are needed for this clarification. 
In Table III we collect theoretical and experimental values for the position of 
the Cr (3d) state from different works. 
In conclusion, our spin-resolved photoemission study of CrO2(100) films yields 
a spin polarization of approximately +95% at EF at 293K. This value and the 
magnitude of the gap in the spin-down states are in good agreement with the prediction 
of the half-metallic nature of CrO2. The successful restoring of a well defined CrO2 
surface with a high spin polarization after an extended sputtering/annealing procedure 
would allow for an ex situ CVD preparation of CrO2 films for implementing them in 
magnetoelectronic devices. 
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Table III. Compilation of the experimental and theoretical values of the Cr (3d) state 
positions in the valence band of CrO2. 
 
 
Calculation method 
(Ref.) 
Position of 
Cr (3d) state (eV) 
 
LSDA - ASW 
([86S01]) 
0.5 
Theoretical 
LSDA - PWPP 
([97L02]) 
0.5 
values LSDA+U - LMTO 
([98K01]) 
1.0 
 
LSDA – LAPW 
([99M02]) 
0.5 
 
LSDA+DMFT 
([03C01]) 
1.9 
 
Experimental method 
Sample 
(Ref.) 
Position of 
Cr (3d) state (eV) 
 
SPARPES 
Epitaxial film 
([87K01]) 
2.5 
Experimental values 
PES 
Powder sample 
([97T01]) 
1.3 
 
SPARPES 
Epitaxial film 
(Present work, [02D02]) 
2.3 
 
Resonant PES (XPS) 
Epitaxial film  
([03V01]) 
1.9 
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4. Spin-Resolved Photoemission Spectroscopy of    
α-Al2O3(0001)/Fe(110) and MgO/Fe(110) 
 
4.1. General Overview 
 
The high magnetoresistance values achievable with magnetic tunneling 
junctions (MTJs) consisting of two ferromagnetic electrodes separated by a thin 
insulating layer have attracted strong interest for potential applications in magnetic 
random access memory (MRAM) devices, magnetic recording heads, and magnetic 
field sensors [97G01,95M01,99P01,01B01]. According to Jullière's model the 
magnetoresistance (MR) of MTJs depends only on the spin polarization of the 
ferromagnetic electrodes used. In contrast, ab initio calculations have shown that the 
magnetoelectronic properties of such devices strongly depend on the structural as well 
as electronic properties of the insulating layer and the specific termination at the 
insulator/ferromagnet (I/FM) interface [99M01, 00M01, 00O01, 01B02]. In case of 
Co/Al2O3/Co tunnel junctions recent theories [00O01] predict a positive spin 
polarization for the tunneling electrons, because the electrons with sp-hybridization 
tunnel more effectively at small voltages  than electrons with d-character. Also for 
tunnelling from Fe into superconductors a spin polarization value (P) of +40% was 
calculated using the Stearns model [77S01], which was in good agreement with the 
experimentally obtained value of P=+43% [94M01]. However, changes in the sign of 
the spin polarization of Co from plus to minus have been observed in going from 
Al2O3 to SrTiO3 barriers [99D01]. 
Thin (7 to 20 Å) amorphous aluminium oxide (Al2O3) layers are typically used 
as insulating barriers in MTJs [97G01,95M01]. From a theoretical point of view 
tunneling systems with amorphous barriers are difficult to model because of the lack 
of in-plane periodicity and the lack of an epitaxial relationship between the insulating 
oxide barrier and the ferromagnetic electrodes [99M01,00M01,00O01,01B02,98T01]. 
Theoretical models are presently only applicable to epitaxial interfaces (oxides or 
semiconductors). Therefore, the controlled epitaxial growth of ultrathin Al2O3 and 
MgO layers on 3d ferromagnets with a well-defined ferromagnet/insulator interface is 
of crucial importance for the understanding of the spin-dependent tunneling process. 
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An established procedure for an epitaxial Al2O3 film growth on metal surfaces 
is the ultra high vacuum (UHV) deposition of Al in an oxygen atmosphere at elevated 
temperatures with or without subsequent annealing in oxygen [00C01,00F01]. This 
procedure leads to Al2O3 thin films which have structural and electronic properties 
resembling those of bulk crystalline Al2O3. The disadvantage of this growth procedure 
is the fact that the depositon of Al does not occur on the pure metal surface. Due to the 
presence of oxygen during growth the metal surface layer underneath will be partially 
oxidized. This considerably changes the thermodynamics at the Al2O3/metal interface 
and affects the structural properties of the grown aluminum oxide film (especially at a 
submonolayer coverage). Therefore, the deposition of a thin Al film followed by 
postoxidation seems to be more favorable for the growth of epitaxial Al2O3 films on 
pure metal surfaces. 
 
4.2. Growth and Characterization of α-Al2O3/Fe(110) Bilayers 
 
In this section the optimization of the oxidation process of thin Al films 
deposited on the Fe(110) surface by monitoring the process via LEED, AES, and 
SPARPES of the valence band as a function of the oxygen doses is presented. 
Clean 50 Å thick Fe(110) films were prepared in situ by electron-beam 
evaporation onto a W(110) substrate, while the thickness was simultaneously 
monitored by a quartz microbalance. The characterization of the growth mode of 
Fe(110) on W(110) has been reported in detail [82G01]. The degree of crystalline 
order of thin epitaxial Fe(110) films used in our experiments was checked by LEED. 
The surface cleanliness has been monitored by AES and valence-band PES. The 
aluminum layers (7 and 20 Å thickness) were deposited from a tungsten crucible 
heated by electron bombardment with a simultaneous measurement of the deposited Al 
thickness by a quartz microbalance. Different oxygen exposures were accomplished by 
admitting high-purity O2 gas through a variable leak valve. Oxygen doses were 
determined from the ion-gauge reading without any additional correction for oxygen. 
The base pressure in the vacuum chamber was 1×10-10 mbar, but it increased after 
several oxidation processes and reached 5×10-9 mbar after finishing the experiment. 
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Fig.4.1 shows the LEED patterns of a 50 Å thick Fe(110) film (a) and of a 7 Å 
thick Al film on Fe(110) before (b) as well as after oxidation (c). In agreement with 
previous studies [82G01] very sharp (1×1) LEED patterns have been observed for 
epitaxial Fe(110) films (Fig.4.1 (a)). After the deposition of 7 Å Al onto the Fe(110) 
film the appearance of satellite LEED reflections was observed (Fig.4.1 (b)). In case of 
 
 
Fig.4.1. LEED images of (a) a 50 Å thick Fe(110) film on a W(110) substrate, (b) a 
7 Å thick Al film on top of  50 Å Fe(110)/W(110) before, and (c) after oxidation by 
105 L O2 exposure with annealing at Tanneal.=250oC for 15 minutes (resulting in α-
Al2O3(0001)/Fe(110)/W(110)) [02D03]. 
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a 20 Å thick Al layer on the Fe(110) film the LEED image became diffuse without any 
visible spots (not shown here). After the deposition of Al onto the Fe(110) surface, the 
Al films of both
 
thicknesses were exposed to oxygen (from 0 to 105 L, 1 L=1×10-6 
Torr⋅s). During this oxidation procedure no LEED spots were observed. After 
subsequent annealing of the nominal 7 Å thick oxidized Al layer on Fe(110) at 250oC 
for 15 minutes as well as 30 minutes, hexagonal LEED patterns with six-fold 
symmetry have been observed (see Fig.4.1 (c)), which can be attributed to (0001)-
oriented α-Al2O3. (There are several structural phases of Al2O3: α, γ, θ etc. In the 
experiments on the surface oxidation of Al only α and γ phases were observed 
[00F01]. On the basis of our experimental results we can not give a solid conclusion 
about the phase of aluminium oxide which was grown on top of  the Fe(110) film. But 
the six-fold symmetry of the LEED patterns gives some evidence to assume the phase 
of α-Al2O3. In one’s turn the experimentally observed band gap for both, α and γ 
phases, is similar: 8.7 eV [89B01,94E01,97M02]). The same oxidation procedure with 
postannealing of the 20 Å thick Al does not lead to ordered LEED images which is 
probably due to the formation of amorphous Al-oxide layers on Fe(110). As is well 
known the α-Al2O3 has a hexagonal structure with lattice constants of a = 4.76 Å and 
c = 12.99 Å [95R01]. From the LEED image in Fig.4.1 (c) the a axis lattice parameter 
has been determined to 4.95±0.15 Å. This value is somewhat larger than the one taken 
from bulk crystallographic data. This can be attributed to an existing lattice mismatch 
between the bulk values of the epitaxial bcc Fe(110) substrate plane and the epitaxial 
(0001) plane of the aluminium oxide of approximately =
−
=
32
32
OAl
FeOAl
a
aa
a
aδ
15 % in the 
]011[  direction of the Fe(110) film [02D03]. 
In Fig.4.2 the in-plane relationship of the crystal lattice of α-Al2O3(0001) on the 
Fe(110) surface is shown. In this unrelaxed model strain and relaxation factors are not 
taken into account and all layers are shown with their bulk lattice parameters. The 
assumption that the iron atoms of the Fe(110) surface are covered by oxygen or 
aluminium atoms of the Al2O3(0001) layer leads to a reasonable basis for an epitaxial 
growth of Al2O3(0001) on the Fe(110) surface. The mismatch of about 15% occurs for 
the distance d1 as indicating in Fig.4.2. 
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Fig.4.3 (a) and (b) show Auger intensities of the Fe M2,3VV peak (51 eV), the 
Al LMM peak (72 eV) as well as the Al-oxide peak (61 eV), and AES spectra during 
oxidation, respectively. The inset of Fig.4.3 (a) shows the ratio of the Al-oxide peak 
intensity to the intensity of the Al LMM peak as a function of the oxygen doses. The 
numbers 1, 2 and 3 in Fig.4.3 (a) correspond to oxidized Al films on Fe(110) after 
annealing at T=250oC for 15, 30, and 75 minutes, respectively. In Fig.4.3 (b) the AES 
spectra of a pure Fe(110) film, a 7 Å thick Al layer on Fe(110), and of α-
Al2O3/Fe(110) (corresponding to encircled numbers 1 and 3 in Fig.4.3 (a)) are shown. 
The LEED pattern presented in Fig.4.1 (c) corresponds to the oxidized 7 Å thick Al 
layer at point 1 (the LEED pattern at point 2 is identical to the one at point 1).  
The intensity of the metallic Al LMM peak at 72 eV initially decreases with 
increasing oxygen exposure, while the intensity of AlOx peak (IAlOx) and the ratio 
IAlOx/IAl increase, indicating the formation of Al-oxide on the surface. The Fe M2,3VV 
Auger peak does not change its position and lineshape with increasing oxygen 
 
 
Fig.4.2. Schematic presentation of a possible growth mode of 1 ML of Al2O3(0001) 
on top of an epitaxial Fe(110) film. The distances marked on the scheme are: 
d1Al2O3=4.76 Å, d2Al2O3=2.88 Å, d3Al2O3=2.50 Å and d1Fe=4.05 Å, d2Fe=2.88 Å, 
d3Fe=2.48 Å [02D03]. 
[001]bcc 
]011[ bcc 
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exposure. Therefore, in contrast to the strong interaction of Al with oxygen, the Fe 
atoms present in the topmost Fe layer of the Al-Fe interface, are not oxidized. After 
the postannealing procedure of the oxidized 7 Å thick Al film on Fe(110) at 250oC a 
strong increase of the IAlOx/IAl-ratio was observed (point 1 in Fig.4.3 (a)). At the same 
time the intensity of the Fe M2,3VV peak slightly increases (about 10%) (points 1 and 
2 in Fig.4.3 (a)). During the oxidation procedure aluminum forms strong bonds with 
oxygen which corresponds to the formation of an Al-oxide layer on top of the Fe(110) 
film (see Fig.4.3 (a)) with a fairly well-defined LEED image of hexagonal symmetry 
(see Fig.4.1 (c)). The obtained LEED and AES data confirm the formation of an 
epitaxial Al2O3(0001) layer on the Fe(110) film. After additional annealing of the α-
Al2O3/Fe(110) system at 250oC for 75 minutes (point 3 in Fig.4.3) a further increase of 
the Fe M2,3VV AES peak intensity was observed compared to the Al-oxide peak 
intensity (see Fig.4.3 (b)) and the LEED image became more diffuse. This can be 
attributed to the diffusion of Fe atoms into the topmost layers of the Al-oxide.  
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Fig.4.3. Oxidation of a 7 Å thick Al layer on a 50 Å thick Fe(110) layer. (a) 
Determined intensity changes (from the AES spectra) of AES peaks of Fe(IFe), 
Al(IAl), and AlOx(IAlOx) during oxidation. The inset represents the IAlOx/IAl-ratio. 
Points 1, 2 and 3 correspond to the postannealing procedure for 15, 30 and 75 
minutes, respectively (see text). (b) AES spectrum during the oxidation procedure. 
From bottom to top: 50 Å Fe(110); 7 Å Al/Fe(110); after oxidation of a 7 Å thick Al 
layer on Fe(110) by 105 L O2 exposure at an annealing temperature of Tanneal.=250oC 
for 15 minutes (identical to 30 minutes annealing) and for 75 minutes [02D03]. 
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4.3. Spin-Resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy of α-Al2O3/Fe(110) 
Bilayers 
 
The electronic structure of the investigated systems was studied by SPARPES. 
The spin-resolved photoemission spectra together with the total emission intensity and 
the spin polarization as a function of the binding energy for W(110), Fe(110), 7 Å 
Al/Fe(110) as well as α-Al2O3/Fe(110) are presented in Fig.4.4 (a) (from bottom to 
top) and (b), respectively. The spin-resolved spectra of the valence band of the Fe(110) 
film show the emission from the ↓Σ⊕↓Σ 31  states near 0.25 eV and from the 
↑Σ⊕↑Σ 41  states near 0.7 eV [02D01]. The value of the spin polarization of about     
(-80±5%) and the shape of the spectra are in agreement with previous measurements 
[86K01]. After deposition of a 7 Å thick Al layer on the Fe(110) film the total 
intensity of the EF decreases drastically. At the same time the features of the valence 
band of Fe can still be observed. For this system the spin polarization near EF is 
decreased to about -(35±5)% compared to the clean Fe(110) surface.  
Aluminium has no d-electrons in the valence band and, therefore, the scattering 
of spin-polarized electrons from the valence band of Fe can be described by the spin-
averaged scattering cross section (see Section 2.3.1) [94S01]. The spin polarization of 
photoelectrons for adlayer/ferromagnet systems can be calculated by [94S01]: 
σ⋅−
⋅=
dePP 0 , where 0P = -80% is the polarization of the pure Fe(110) film, d the 
thickness of the Al-adlayer (7Å), and σ = σ0 +σd the total scattering cross section, 
which in our case is equal to the spin-independent part of σ, σ0 = 0.8 nm-1 for Al 
without d-electrons in the valence band [94S01]. In the case of a 7 Å thick Al layer on 
Fe(110) the spin polarization would be attenuated to (-45.7%) [94S01] which is in 
reasonably good agreement with the experimental value observed. 
The spin-resolved spectra after oxidation of the 7 Å thick Al layer on Fe(110) 
with subsequent annealing at 250oC (LEED: Fig.4.1 (c) and points 1 and 2 in Fig.4.3 
(a)) are presented in Fig.4.4(a) (top curves). The spin polarization of the α-
Al2O3/Fe(110) system decreases to (-17±10)% near EF. The reason for the strong 
decrease of the spin polarization can be due to additional attenuation of the spin-
polarized photoelectrons by the Al2O3 layer with an estimated thickness of 15 Å 
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(complete oxidation of 7 Å-thick Al layer gives 15 Å-thick α-Al2O3 layer), which is 
close to the thickness of 1 ML of α-Al2O3 (13Å). The estimated spin polarization of 
1 ML α-Al2O3/Fe(110) is -25% (see above the same discussion for the case of Al on 
top of Fe(110)), which is close to the experimentally determined value of –(17±10)% 
[94S01]. Another reason for the decreasing spin polarization could be a starting 
surface oxidation of the Fe(110) underlayer. 
The spin polarization of P = -17% in the α-Al2O3/Fe(110)/W(110) system 
obtained by SPARPES experiments is in contrast to the positive value determined by 
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Fig.4.4. (a) The spin-resolved photoemission spectra (spin down: down triangle, spin 
up: up triangle) together with the total emission intensity (circle) for W(110), 
Fe(110), 7 Å Al/Fe(110), and approximately 1ML Al2O3/Fe(110) (from bottom to 
top). (b) The spin polarization as function of binding energy of a 50 Å thick Fe(110) 
film (solid square), 7 Å Al/Fe(110) (solid triangle up), and approximately 1ML α-
Al2O3/Fe(110) (solid circle) [02D03]. 
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TMR measurements [94M01]. For the photon energy of hν = 21.2 eV used in the 
present photoemission experiments the cross-section of the photoemission process 
from the valence band of Fe is larger for 3d electrons than for 4s electrons. Therefore, 
we have observed only an attenuation of the spin polarization without change in sign 
after the coverage with α-Al2O3 which can be described by the spin-independent part 
of the scattering cross section [94S01]. In TMR experiments 4s electrons from the 
valence band of Fe have a higher tunnelling probability in comparison with 3d 
electrons (spin polarization of the 4s electrons at EF in iron is positive in contrast to 
spin polarization of 3d electrons which is negative at EF [97T02]). Hence they can 
explain the positive sign of the spin polarization as calculated and experimentally 
observed for tunnelling from the ferromagnet into the superconductor [94M01]. 
In conclusion, the oxidization process of thin aluminium films and the 
formation of epitaxial aluminium oxide layers (α-Al2O3) on the Fe(110) surface have 
been investigated. The bilayer system of an approximately 1 ML thick α-Al2O3(0001) 
layer on Fe(110) showed a negative spin polarization of about (-17±5%) near EF which 
is an attenuated Fe(110) spin polarization due to scattering during the transport of 
photoelectrons from Fe (3d) states near EF through the Al-oxide layer. Investigations 
are underway to use this oxidation procedure for producing thin barriers of 
Al2O3(0001) epitaxially grown on Fe(110) to yield ferromagnet/Al2O3/Fe(110) tunnel 
junctions. 
 
4.4. Growth and Characterization of MgO/Fe(110) Bilayers
 
 
In the present work the crystallographic and electronic structure of the 
MgO/Fe(110) interface was investigated by means of low energy electron diffraction 
(LEED), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and spin-resolved photoelectron 
spectroscopy (PES). For this purpose MgO layers with (111) orientation can be 
epitaxially grown on the bcc d-metal film with (110) orientation as it was shown 
earlier [94P01, 02M01]. The TMR effect of about 30% with Fe(110) layers as 
magnetic electrodes was demonstrated by Yuasa et al. [00Y01]. The present spin-
resolved PES experiments show that the spin-polarization (SP) of photoelectrons at the 
Fermi level (EF) decreased rapidly with increasing MgO layer thickness which can not 
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only be attributed to the spin scattering of photoelectrons in the MgO layer. This fact 
can be explained by the formation of a thin depolarizing FeO layer at the MgO/Fe 
interface on the basis of a spin-dependent transport model of spin-polarized iron 
valence band photoelectrons through the oxide overlayer. 
All experiments were carried out at room temperature in a UHV system for 
energy- and angle-resolved PES with spin analysis described in detail in part 2.3.5. 
Clean 50 Å thick Fe(110) films were prepared in situ by electron-beam evaporation 
onto a W(110) substrate, while the thickness was simultaneously monitored by a 
quartz microbalance. The degree of crystalline order of the thin epitaxial Fe(110) films 
and the MgO overlayer on top of Fe(110) films was checked by LEED. The surface 
cleanliness has been monitored by AES and valence-band PES. The MgO was 
deposited in situ by electron beam evaporation from a W-crucible. The base pressure 
in the vacuum chamber was 1×10-10 mbar and increased up to 1×10-9 mbar during the 
MgO deposition process. 
Fig.4.5 shows LEED images (a) of the clean Fe(110) film and (b) of a 30 Å 
thick MgO layer on top of the Fe(110) film. The well-ordered hexagonal (1×1) LEED 
structure for the MgO layer is clearly visible. For intermediate thicknesses of MgO 
(less than 30 Å) on top of the Fe(110) film the LEED images do not show any well 
ordered structure, which means that a smooth transition from the bcc (1×1) structure to 
the fcc (1×1) structure takes place. The spots in these cases are very weak or not 
visible with a diffuse background (not shown here). 
               
 
Fig.4.5. LEED images of (a) a 50 Å thick Fe(110) film on a W(110) substrate and (b) 
30 Å of MgO on top of Fe(110) film. The energy of the primary electron beam is 
123 eV for (a) and 104 eV for (b). (the sixth reflex in both images is not visible due to 
the sample holder). 
a) b) 
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Fig.4.6 shows AES spectra for different coverages of MgO on top of the 
Fe(110) film. During increasing the MgO layer thickness from 0 to 75 Å the intensity 
of the Fe M2,3VV Auger peak decreases but the position of this peak does not change. 
Generally, the detection of a possible iron oxide formation at the MgO/Fe interface is 
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Fig.4.6. AES spectra of the MgO/Fe(110) system in dependence from the thickness 
of MgO layer (lower panel). Thickness of MgO layer in Å marked on the right-hand 
side of each spectra. Upper panel shows zoomed spectra for 50 and 75Å-thick MgO 
film on top of Fe(110). 
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very difficult (even not possible) because the thickness of such a layer might be very 
small and the sensitivity of AES is not high enough. The observation of the Fe M2,3VV 
AES peaks of iron oxide is possible only after the  deposition of more than 30 Å of 
MgO. In this case the thickness of iron oxide at the MgO/Fe interface is significant to 
give some contribution in the AES signal. 
 
4.5. Spin-Resolved Photoelectron Spectroscopy of MgO/Fe(110) 
Bilayers
 
 
The modification of the electronic structure of the MgO/Fe(110) system as 
function of the thickness of the deposited MgO layer was investigated by means of 
PES in the normal emission mode. The PES spectra obtained in this experiment are 
shown in Fig.4.7. They show a pronounced structure corresponding to the emission 
from the Fe (3d) states in the range of binding energies near EF as well as from the O 
(2p) states in the range of 4-10 eV. With an increasing amount of deposited MgO a 
gradual shift of the maxima of the O (2p) states and the valence band edge (VBE) in 
direction of larger binding energies can be clearly seen in Fig.4.7. In the inset of 
Fig.4.7 the change of the VBE position is shown with increasing MgO layer thickness. 
This shift is approximately 1 eV. As it was discussed earlier by Kiguchi et al. [02K02] 
for the MgO/Ag(001) system this effect can be attributed to the increase of the binding 
energy of Mg (3s) above EF and the increase of the binding energy of O (2p) (see 
Fig.4.7). 
The binding energy of the orbital measured by PES is the difference in the 
energy between the initial state and the final state. According to the Koopmans theory, 
the orbital energy can be approximated by the binding energy of the orbital. Actually, 
the other electrons relax in energy to lower energy states to screen the hole, when a 
hole is created by photoionization. The binding energy of the orbital is decreased with 
an increase in the relaxation energy. 
The creation of a positive charge in the MgO grown on a metal substrate is 
accompanied effectively by the simultaneous creation of a negative image charge in 
the metal. Using the classical image potential model, the hole is stabilized by 
DeEimage 2/
2
= , where D is the distance between the charge and its image, and where 
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the factor 1/2 is introduced because the energy comes from an induced charge 
[02K02]. For the 1 ML MgO system, we then have Eimage = 3.6 eV with D = 1.98 Å 
[02K02]. There should also be an appreciable loss in the polarization energy Epol 
originating from the MgO itself when going from the bulk to a monolayer. The 
polarization energy at a certain site can be approximated as ∑= 42 2/ RzeE pol α , 
where the sum runs over all surrounding ions at distance ri with polarizability αi 
[97H01]. Using αO = 1.65 Å3 and αMg = 1.65 Å3 [53T01], we find Epol = 4.1 eV for O 
site in the bulk and Epol = 1.1 eV in the monolayer. The effect on the screening is then 
a decrease by ∆Epol = 3.0 eV, leaving a net gain of relaxation energy by 0.6 eV. 
Therefore, the binding energy of O (2p) states for a 1 ML MgO/Fe(110) is lower than 
for larger thickness of MgO on top of Fe(110). 
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Fig.4.7. PES spectra (hν = 21.2 eV) of the MgO/Fe(110) system as a function of the 
MgO layer thickness (shown on the right-hand side of the each spectra). The inset 
shows the change of the valence band edge (VBE) position of O (2p) states with 
increasing MgO thickness for the MgO/Fe(110) system. 
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The spin-resolved electronic structure of the investigated systems was studied 
by spin-polarized PES. The spin-resolved photoemission spectra together with the total 
emission intensity and the spin polarization as a function of the binding energy for 
Fe(110), 2 Å MgO/Fe(110) as well as 5 Å MgO/Fe(110) are presented in Fig.4.8 a) 
(from bottom to top) and b), respectively. The spin-resolved spectra of the valence 
band of the Fe(110) film show the emission from the ↓Σ⊕↓Σ 31  states near 0.25 eV 
and from the ↑Σ⊕↑Σ 41  states near 0.7 eV. The value of the spin polarization of 
about -(80±5)% and the shape of the spectra are in agreement with previous 
measurements [86K01]. After the deposition of a 2 Å thick MgO layer on the Fe(110) 
film the total intensity of the photoemission spectra near EF decreases drastically. At 
the same time the features of the valence band of Fe can still be observed. For this 
system the spin polarization near EF is decreased to about -(52±5)%. Additional 
deposition of MgO on top of the Fe(110) film leads to a further decreasing of spin-
polarization down to –22% at EF (shown for 5 Å MgO/Fe(110) system in Fig.4.8). 
Fig.4.9 shows experimentally determined changes of the normalized spin 
polarization at EF of the MgO/Fe(110) system in dependence on the deposited MgO 
layer thickness (solid squares). A solid line in Fig.4.9 represents the theoretical 
attenuation of the initial polarization of a Fe(110) film by a MgO layer of varying 
thickness d which was calculated on the basis of the Siegmann model (see Section 
2.3.1) [94S01]. It is clearly seen that the measured spin polarization of the 
MgO/Fe(110) system abruptly decreases as the thickness of the MgO layer increases 
up to 6 Å. This strong decrease of the spin polarization of photoelectrons at EF can be 
explained by the electronic structure modification of the iron film at the MgO/Fe 
interface. This modification can be induced by the formation of strong bonds between 
iron and oxygen atoms. The formation of a thin FeO layer at the MgO/Fe interface was 
already supposed in earlier works [01M03, 02M03, 03O01]. The thickness of the thin 
FeO layer can be estimated on the basis of the Siegmann model for electron scattering 
in the adlayer/ferromagnet system [94S01]. In this estimate the total photoelectron 
spin-polarization can be written in the following form: 
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,0PP =  if 0=x  )0( =d  
),exp()exp()1( 00 FeOFeOMgOMgO ddxPxPP ⋅−⋅⋅−⋅⋅+−⋅= σσ  if 10 << x  )1( MLdMgO <  
),exp()exp(0 FeOFeOMgOMgO ddxPP ⋅−⋅⋅−⋅⋅= σσ  if 1=x  )1( MLd ≥  
 
where P0 is the spin polarization of the pure Fe(110) film, x is the relative coverage of 
the MgO layer, σMgO is total electron scattering cross section of MgO equal to    
0.8 nm-1, σFeO is the total electron scattering cross section of FeO equal to 3.5 nm-1, 
which has four holes in the valence band [94S01], dMgO is the thickness of the 
deposited MgO layer, and dFeO is the thickness of the FeO(111) layer which has to be 
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Fig.4.8. (a) The spin-resolved photoemission spectra (spin down: down triangle, spin 
up: up triangle) together with the total emission intensity (circle) for Fe(110), 
2 Å MgO/Fe(110), and 5 Å MgO/Fe(110) (from bottom to top). (b) The spin 
polarization as function of binding energy of a 50 Å thick Fe(110) film (solid square), 
2 Å MgO/Fe(110) (open triangle up), and 5 Å MgO/Fe(110) (solid circle). 
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estimated. In this simple model an ideal layer-by-layer growth mode for MgO on top 
of Fe(110) film is supposed. The results of the FeO thickness estimate are presented as 
an inset in Fig.4.9. 
These simple calculations show that the approximated thickness of the 
FeO(111) layer is about 1-1.5 ML for a MgO layer thickness above 5 Å. This 
observation is in a good agreement with the results of the Refs.[01M03, 02M03] and 
with calculations of the TMR effect for the Fe/MgO/Fe system with 1 ML of iron 
oxide at the MgO/Fe interface [03B01]. In this context it must be emphasized that it is 
difficult to detect the interfacial oxygen layer with traditional surface analysis methods 
such as XPS or AES. XPS should in principle be able to identify a chemically shifted 
(partially oxidized) component related to the oxidized Fe surface atoms. However, the 
small shifted component must be resolved with respect to the large bulk metal 
contribution. Also the chemical shift for some Fe interface atoms due to the interaction 
with the oxygen ions of the first MgO layer has to be taken into account. 
In conclusion, the growth process of thin magnesium oxide films and the 
electronic structure of the MgO/Fe(110) interface system have been investigated. The 
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Fig.4.9. The change of the normalized spin-polarization at EF for the MgO/Fe(110) 
system with increasing MgO layer thickness. Spline-fit of the experimental data is 
shown by a dashed line. The solid line shows an attenuated spin-polarization calculated 
from the Siegmann model with σ = 0.8 nm-1 [94S01]. The inset shows the estimated 
thickness of the iron oxide layer at the MgO-Fe interface (see text for details). 
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spin-resolved PES experiments show that the spin polarization of the Fe(110) thin film 
abruptly decreases with increasing MgO film thickness. This behavior can not be 
ascribed to the scattering process of the spin-polarized photoelectrons in the MgO 
film. In this case the formation of a thin iron oxide layer at the MgO/Fe interface was 
supposed and the thickness of this layer was estimated to be 1-1.5 ML. 
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5. Conclusion 
 
Spin- and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy was applied to study the 
spin-dependent electronic structure of the half-metallic ferromagnetic materials (Fe3O4 
and CrO2) and bilayers I/FM (I = Al2O3 or MgO, FM = Fe(110)). 
Fe3O4 and CrO2 are found to be consistent with half-metallic ferromagnets, for 
the k
&
 values investigated, with extraordinary high spin polarization values at the 
Fermi level. Our investigation of thin epitaxial Fe3O4(111) films at 300 K has shown a 
reasonable agreement between spectral features in the spin-resolved photoemission 
spectra and spin-split energy states of dispersing bands calculated in LSDA to the 
"constrained" density-functional method. The spin polarization of )%580( ±−=P  at 
FE  is consistent with the saturation magnetization of a thin epitaxial film, except for a 
small reduction, which can be attributed to, e.g., the excitation of spin waves near the 
surface. The agreement of the photoemission spectroscopy in [111] direction with 
density functional calculations, predicting an overall energy gap in the spin-up electron 
bands in high symmetry directions, provides evidence for the half-metallic 
ferromagnetic state of Fe3O4. 
In case of CrO2 our spin-resolved photoemission study of CrO2(100) films 
yields a spin polarization of approximately +(90±5)% at EF at 293K. This value and 
the magnitude of the gap in the spin-down states for k
&
values along the [100] direction 
are in good agreement with the prediction of the half-metallic nature of CrO2. The 
shape and the main features of the valence band photoemission spectra give a good 
agreement with recent LSDA+DMFT calculations. The successful restoring of a well 
defined CrO2 surface with a high spin polarization after an extended 
sputtering/annealing procedure would allow for an ex situ CVD preparation of CrO2 
films for implementing them in magnetoelectronic devices. 
The oxidization process of thin aluminium films and the formation of epitaxial 
aluminium oxide layers (Al2O3) on the Fe(110) surface have been investigated in the 
present work. An approximately 1 ML thick α-Al2O3(0001) on Fe(110) showed a 
negative spin polarization of about (-17±5%) near EF which is an attenuated Fe(110) 
spin polarization due to scattering during the transport of the photoelectrons from Fe 
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3d states near EF through the Al-oxide layer. Investigations are underway to use this 
oxidation procedure for producing thin barriers of Al2O3(0001) epitaxially grown on 
Fe(110) to yield ferromagnet/Al2O3/Fe(110) tunnel junctions. 
In case of the MgO/Fe(110) interface the spin-resolved PES experiments show 
that the spin polarization of the Fe(110) thin film abruptly decreases with increasing 
MgO film thickness. This behavior can not be ascribed to the scattering process of the 
spin-polarized photoelectrons in the MgO film. In this case the formation of a thin iron 
oxide (FeO) layer at the MgO/Fe interface was supposed and the thickness of this layer 
was estimated to be 1-1.5 ML. 
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Appendix 
 
All information in the Appendix is taken from the book [96H01].  
            
A1. FCC lattice with basis vectors.         A2. Reciprocal lattice of the fcc lattice  
     (bcc lattice). 
 
 
A3. FCC lattice: bulk Brillouin zone and (111) surface Brillouin zone. 
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A4. FCC (111) surface: reciprocal lattice: 
First surface Brillouin zone 
    Intersection of the bulk Brillouin zone with the (111) plane 
{ }1,1,2
3
22
⋅=
a
A pi
&
 and { }1,2,1
3
22
⋅=
a
B pi
&
; 
3
82
a
BA pi==
&&
. 
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Zusammenfassung  
 
Mit spin- und winkelaufgelöster Photoelektronenspektroskopie wurde die 
spinabhängige elektronische Struktur von halbmetallischen ferromagnetischen 
Materialien (Fe3O4 und CrO2) und Doppellagen I/FM (I = Al2O3 oder MgO, FM = 
Fe(110)) untersucht. 
Fe3O4 und CrO2 wurden im Rahmen der untersuchten k
&
-Werte als konsistent 
mit halbmetallischen Ferromagneten mit außergewöhnlich hoher Spinpolarisation am 
Fermi-Level gefunden. Unsere Untersuchungen von epitaktischen Fe3O4(111) Filmen 
bei 300 K haben eine gute Übereinstimmung zwischen den spektralen Eigenschaften 
in den spinaufgelösten Photoemissionsspektren und den spinaufgespalteten 
Energiezuständen der Dispersionsbänder, welche mit der LSDA zur „abhängigen“ 
Dichtefunktionaltheorie berechnet wurden, ergeben. Die Spinpolarisation von        
P = -(80 ± 5)% bei EF ist, bis auf eine kleine Reduktion, die z.B. auf 
Spinwellenanregungen nahe der Oberfläsche zurückgeführt werden kann, konsistent 
mit der Sättigungsmagnetisierung eines dünnen epitaktischen Films. Die 
Übereinstimmung der Photoemissionsspektroskopie in [111]-Richtung mit den 
Dichtefunktional-Berechnungen, welche eine Gesamt-Energielücke der Spin-up 
Elektronenbänder in Richtungen mit hoher Symmetrie vorhersagt, liefert einen Beweis 
für den halbmetallischen ferromagnetischen Zustand von Fe3O4. 
Im Falle von CrO2 ergeben die spinaufgelösten Photoemmisions-Studien von 
CrO2 Filmen eine Spinpolarisation von etwa +(90±5)% bei EF und 293 K. Dieser Wert 
und die Größe der Lücke der Spin-down Zustände für k-Werte entlang der [100]-
Richtung sind in guter Übereinstimmung mit der vorhergesagten halbmetallischen 
Natur von CrO2. Die Form und die Haupteigenschaften der Valenzband 
Photoemissionsspektren ergeben eine gute Übereinstimmung mit LSDA+DMFT-
Berechnungen. Die erfolgreiche Wiederherstellung einer gut definierten CrO2 
Oberfläche mit einer hohen Spinpolarisation nach ausgedehnten Sputter/Temper-
Prozessen könnte eine ex situ CVD-Präparation von CrO2 Filmen erlauben, die in 
magnetoelektronischen Bauteilen eingesetzt werden könnten. 
Der Oxidationsprozess von dünnen Aluminiumfilmen und die Ausbildung von 
Aluminiumoxid-Schichten (Al2O3) auf der Fe(110) - Oberfläche wurde ebenfalls in der 
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vorliegenden Arbeit untersucht. Eine etwa 1 0/GLFNH .-Al2O3(0001)-Schicht auf 
Fe(110) zeigte eine negative Spinpolarisation von ca. -(17±5)% nahe EF. Diese ist auf 
eine Spinpolarisation des Fe(110) zurückzuführen, welche durch Streuungen während 
des Transports der Photoelektronen der Fe-3d-Zustände nahe EF durch die Al-Oxid-
Schicht abgemildert wird. Laufende Untersuchungen sollen eine Möglichkeit zur 
Nutzung dieser Oxidations-Prozedur zur Herstellung dünner Barrieren aus epitaktisch 
auf Fe(110) gewachsenem Al2O3(0001) ergeben, die zu Ferromagnet/Al2O3/Fe(110) 
Tunnelstrukturen führen. 
Im Falle von MgO/Fe(110) Grenzschichten zeigten die spinaufgelösten PES-
Experimente, daß die Spinpolarisation der dünnen Fe(110) - Filme stark mit 
zunehmender MgO-Schichtdicke abnahmen. Dieses Verhalten ist nicht alleine als ein 
Streuprozess der spinpolarisierten Photoelektronen in dem MgO-Film beschreibbar. 
Hier kann die Ausbildung einer dünnen Eisenoxidschicht (FeO) an der MgO/Fe-
Grenzschicht angenommen werden. Die Dicke dieser Schicht wurde zu 1-1.5 ML 
abgeschätzt. 
